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Preface by the President of  
IABSE, Prof. Fernando Branco 

Young engineers will be the builders of our world in the coming generations when they will have to 
face the environmental changes effects, they will have to learn how to use new materials, and they 
will need to solve the problems thinking, more and more, in terms of global interconnections. All 
this means a status of permanent innovation to face the future, building a better world. With these 
ideas, IABSE strongly supports the organization of the Young Engineers Colloquium as a forum of 
discussion of innovative ideas that will lead the engineering profession in the next years, ideas that 
are invited to be brought inside IABSE, as technical groups, keeping IABSE a leading organization in 
structural engineering.  

 

Preface by the Chair of the Belgian National Group of  
IABSE, Alain Dumortier 

After several joint events since 2003, the Dutch and Belgian National Groups of IABSE now co-
organize the Young Engineers Colloquium 2019 in Eindhoven. I am very pleased, that the Dutch 
National Group of IABSE has agreed to support the event as co-host. By this the idea of providing a 
platform for exchanging ideas, networking and common fun for young engineers continues on an 
international level. This is another example following the well-known spirit of IABSE. Looking 
forward to welcome many engineers – young of age or young-at-heart – from academia and 
practice for an exciting two-day event in Eindhoven! 

 

Preface by the Chair of the Dutch National Group of 
IABSE, Bert Hesselink 

On 15 and 16 March 2019 the Belgian and the Dutch National Group of IABSE will be the joint hosts 
of a colloquium aimed at young engineers. The Dutch National Group is proud to be part of this 
initiative. YEC2019 builds on the long history of trade and collaboration between Belgium and the 
Netherlands and on the strong common engineering tradition. Offering a unique opportunity for 
young professionals to meet and exchange ideas across borders, the initiative truly reflects the 
international spirit of IABSE. Students, young engineers and experienced professionals, who act as 
mentors and beacons of our profession, are warmly welcomed to participate actively in an inspiring 
day which will serve as an introduction to the vibrant community of IABSE and its activities. 
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General preface 

The Belgian and Dutch National Groups of IABSE jointly organize the Young Engineers Colloquium 2019 (YEC2019) on 15 
and 16 March 2019 at Eindhoven University of Technology in The Netherlands. YEC2019 is especially meant for young 
engineers to exchange knowledge internationally, with the focus on Belgium and the Netherlands. The colloquium is 
open to all professionals interested in structural engineering regardless their age, but apart from the keynote speaker, 
all presenters are young engineers under 35 years of age.  

This colloquium offers young engineers the opportunity to present their interesting research, engineering or 
construction projects to an audience of fellow engineers from the structural engineering sector. It provides attendees 
with an overview of current research topics as well as challenging engineering and construction projects and is an 
excellent platform to share experiences among experienced and young engineers. 

IABSE stands for International Association for Bridge and Structural Engineering and is the international professional and 
scientific association active in the field of structural engineering. IABSE offers a platform for structural engineers to 
exchange information and to learn from each other at the international level. IABSE covers all aspects of structural 
engineering in all materials. The structures comprise besides bridges also buildings and all kinds of civil engineering 
structures. For more information see: www.iabse.org. The Dutch and Belgian National Groups of IABSE are sister 
associations of the main IABSE organization which is based in Zurich, Switzerland. 

Apart from the keynote paper, two-page papers were prepared by the colloquium participants and collected in these 
proceedings. These papers may contain student projects, PhD research as well as engineering and construction projects. 
In the spirit of IABSE, these proceedings contain contributions on buildings, bridges and any other civil engineering 
structure and in any material. 

The Belgian and Dutch National Groups of IABSE have a strong tradition in co-organizing international events. After 
jointly organizing the annual IABSE international conferences in Antwerp in 2003 and in Rotterdam in 2013, they are 
now in the process of organizing the 43rd Congress of IABSE in Ghent, Belgium from 20 to 24 September 2021. Besides 
that, both National Groups organize a yearly seminar with presentations from both countries held at the annual IABSE 
international congress and conferences. YEC2019 is a logical in-between step from these seminars towards the main 
congress in Ghent in 2021. 

 

On behalf of the Organising Committee, 

Bert Snijder 
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Program of YEC2019 

PROGRAM – Friday 15 March 2019 – Presentations 
10.00 Opening session – chairs: Bert Snijder & Bart De Pauw 

Welcome addresses by: 
Alain Dumortier, Chair of the Belgian National Group of IABSE 
Bert Hesselink, Chair of the Dutch National Group of IABSE 
Bert Snijder, Vice-president of IABSE and local host: Welcome address 

Keynote lecture by: 
Vincent de Ville de Goyet (Bureau Greisch): The arch, a tool for the bridge designer 

10.50 Break (coffee & tea) 

11.10 Oral session 1 - chairs: Bart De Pauw & Bert Hesselink 

12.10 Poster session 1 - elevator pitches of posters 

12:30 Break (lunch) 

13:30 Ane de Boer: Introduction to IABSE and Young Engineers Program  

13:40 Oral Session 2 - chairs: Ane de Boer & Pierre Mengeot 

14.30 Poster session 2 – elevator pitches of posters 

15.00 Break (coffee & tea) 

15.20 Oral session 3 – chairs: Hans De Backer & Sander van Alphen  

16.10 Poster session 3 - elevator pitches of posters 

16.40 Closing session – chairs: Bert Snijder & Pierre Mengeot  

• Introduction to the Technical Excursion 
• Hans De Backer: Future IABSE activities and IABSE Congress Ghent 2021 
• Bert Snijder: Closing words  

17.00 Drinks and 3D concrete printing demonstration – Structures Laboratory, Eindhoven University of Technology 

19.00 Colloquium dinner – Structures Laboratory, Eindhoven University of Technology 

Walking dinner, with in between: 
• Dinner speech by Rob Wolfs (Eindhoven University of Technology): 3D concrete printing on a tabula rasa 
• Awards ceremony: Best oral and poster presentations 

23.00 End of day 1 

Participants present their paper orally or through a poster. All posters are on show during the whole 1st day till 17.00 
hrs. All posters are also presented by ‘elevator pitches’.  
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3D Concrete printer in Structures Laboratory – Eindhoven University of Technology 

PROGRAM - Saturday 16 March – Technical Excursion 
Technical Excursion on day 2 

09.30 Start excursion by bus to the bridges on the Albert Canal, Belgium – start location: Vertigo Building on TU/e 
campus 

Three building sites are visited: the bridge BR08 in Zutendaal, the bridge BR32 in Ham (Kwaadmechelen) and the bridge 
BR36 in Eindhout. The bridges are under construction but in different construction phases. These three road bridges on 
the Albert Canal are part of a project with the aim to increase the clearance height under the bridges along the whole of 
the Albert Canal. The project was commissioned by Vlaamse Waterweg to the joint-venture Via T-Albert in the form of a 
PPP-contract for the design, building, financing and maintaining of the bridges. 

The bridge type of these bridges is similar: a steel bowstring bridge with steel arches coming together in the central part 
of the arch. The deck consists of steel main and transverse girders with a concrete deck plate on top of it. The deck and 
the arches are connected by slender full steel hangers. 

The excursion is organized in collaboration with FRANKI CONSTRUCT NV. 

15.30 Arrival at Eindhoven – End  

 

Global route of bus excursion 
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1. Keynote paper 

Vincent de Ville de Goyet: The arch, a tool for the bridge designer 

 

Vincent de Ville de Goyet holds a civil engineering degree (1979) and a doctorate in applied sciences (1988) from the 
University of Liège. Between 1979 and 1989, he held a research post at the University of Liège as an FNRS research 
fellow, then as a research engineer. He joined Bureau Greisch in 1989 as head of the R&D and Special Studies Divisions. 
He was a Director of Greisch Ingénierie from 1991 to 2017, and since 2003 has been a Director of Bureau d’Etudes 
Greisch and Greisch Coordination et Etudes. He has been Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2015. 
Alongside his roles at Bureau Greisch, Vincent de Ville de Goyet has continued his direct involvement in teaching and 
research. He is a lecturer at the University of Liège and at CHEC in Paris. He has served on numerous doctoral thesis 
panels and scientific committees and has led many research projects. He is also a member of several international 
commissions and has won prizes for his contributions in scientific and technical fields (AFGC, APK, Belgian Royal 
Academy). 

In collaboration with the University of Liège, he has developed a non-linear software program based on the fine 
elements method (FINELG). This software, which is constantly being improved, grew out of various doctoral theses and 
research programmes. 

Author and co-author of numerous publications in French and English, Vincent de Ville de Goyet is a speaker at both 
national and international conferences and seminars. He has made numerous presentations on topics including the 
Millau Viaduct (FR), Liège-Guillemins TGV Station, the structure of the new Pierre Mauroy Stadium in Lille (FR) and the 
design of the Third Bosphorus Bridge (TR), not to mention many other subjects such as the finite elements method, 
calculations for the design of metal structures and the effects of wind and earthquake on structures. In the 
reorganisation of Bureau Greisch in 2016, Vincent de Ville de Goyet became Scientific Director, including R&D, a role he 
had held for a number of years within the Group. 
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The arch, a tool for the bridge designer  
Vincent de Ville de Goyet, dr.ir., Prof. 
Bureau Greisch, Liège, Belgium 
University of Liège, Liège, Belgium 
 
Contact: vdeville@greisch.com 
 
Abstract 
During 2000 years, the basic material to build a bridge was stone. The typical bridge was the semi-circular arch 
bridge. The first bridges made of metal were again arch bridges where the internal forces are essentially 
compression forces. The industrial revolution and the progress of the theoretical knowledge in the field of 
structural mechanics made it possible to design bridges with different shapes. Bridges with large spans were 
mostly suspended and yet arch bridges. 

Keywords: tied arch bridges, arch bridges, design, construction methods 

 

 Evolution of the building material 
Iron Bridge on the Severn River (UK, 1779) (Figure1.) is 
the first metal bridge in the world. It is still used today 
for pedestrians. The structural behaviour of cast iron 
multiple arches bridges is similar to that of arch bridges 
in stone masonry. It develops only compression 
stresses, which made it possible to use cast iron which 
is resistant to compression. 

 

 

Figure 1. Top: Iron bridge (60 m). Bottom: Garabit 
viaduct (165 m). 

From 1850, Iron replaces cast iron. Its tensile strength is 
low, but significantly higher than any other material 
available at that time. It was used to build arches, by 
means of trusses to form the arches, as for the two 
major viaducts of Gustave Eiffel: the bridge Maria Pia in 
Porto (1877) and the viaduct of Garabit (1884) (Figure 
1.). 

Steel, with its mechanical characteristics far superior, 
gradually replaces iron in all types of structures and 
allows a lightening of structures. Taking both traction 
and compression, steel made it possible to produce 
lattices whose overall stability is ensured by only 
normal efforts. The advantage of this lattice-based 
design was to build a large structure with each element 
of limited size, easy to transport and assemble on site. 

 Bridges with arches 

2.1 Typologies 

From this time, the arch bridges were declined in 
different forms by arranging the deck either above the 
arch (a), under the arch (b) or at mid-height (c). In the 
configuration (b), it is called tied-arch Bridge (Figure 4.). 

The choice of one or the other configuration depends 
essentially on the obstacle to be crossed:  

- the arch below the deck (a): very hilly region, 
- the arch above the deck (b): area without relief, 
- the deck at mid-height (c): intermediate 

situation, 

and the mechanical characteristics of the soil: 

mailto:vdeville@greisch.com
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- for configurations (a) and (c), the critical aspect 
is the foundations of the arch which require a 
soil with good mechanical properties to be able 
to take over important compression inclined 
forces, 

- the tied-arch bridge is self-stable: the 
compression of the bow is taken up by the deck 
and the only reactions are only vertical. 

The span length/arch height ratio of the arch is often in 
the range of 5-6. The deck is positioned at the level of 
the abutments. Its thickness is relatively limited 
because it is supported by the hangers (config b and c) 
or by the columns (config a) that can be considered as 
multiple supports whose inter-distance is small. It is 
therefore solicited by bending moments between these 
supports. In the case of tied arch bridge, the deck will 
also be in tension. 

2.2 Deck above or at mid-height of the arch. 

In the two configurations (a) and (c), even if the arches 
are in compression, the risk of instability is reduced 
because of their connection with the deck. The arches 
can be either restrained or articulated at the base. The 
deck above the arch is supported by compression 
columns or suspended with tension hangers for the 
deck part under the arch. 

2.3 Arch above the deck. 

In this case, we speak of tied-arch or bow-string bridge 
by analogy of form with a bow with its stretched rope 
The arches are not held by the deck. They are generally 
connected in their upper part by a so-called bracing 
structure, often composed of transverse beams. They 
ensure their transverse equilibrium, for example under 
the action of the wind and to avoid the risk of 

instability. The deck is suspended from the arches; the 
hangers are stressed in traction which explains their 
lightness. 

2.4 The size of arch bridges 

The length of the main span is the most common way to 
rank bridges as it usually correlates with the 
engineering complexity involved in designing and 
building the bridge. Whatever the configuration, the 
main difficulty for this type of bridge is its construction. 
Often,  

- for tied arch bridge, the arch is assembled on 
temporary piers,  

- for other arch bridges, it is constructed using 
the cantilever method by stabilizing it with 
temporary bracing. 

The difficulties of its construction explain one of the 
reasons of the maximum main span of arch bridges 
effectively built and of its ranking among the different 
types of bridges (Figure 3-4.). 
The figure 4 shows the main span length of the arch 
bridges and the year of the construction. Only bridges 
with span length greater than 200 m are shown. It is 
clear  

- the evolution is due to the method and not to 
the evolution of the construction material 

- the maximum length is 552 m for steel arches 
(Chaotianmen Bridge) and  450 m, for concrete 
arches (Qinglong Railway Bridge). 

Harbour Bridge, in Sydney, with its 503 m, is well-
known. It was the world record during 45 years. The 
arch is composed of two 28-panel arch trusses. Todays, 
the sections of many arches are composed of steel or 
concrete beams as, for example, as the Lupu Bridge 
(503 m) or the Almonte Bridge (384 m) (Figure 5). 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2. Different configurations of bridges with arches 
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Figure 5. Lupu Bridge (top) and Almonte Bridge 
(bottom). 

 Tied arch bridges 

3.1 Interest of tied arch bridges 

The tied arch bridges are particularly well suited for 
crossing a pass in a flat landscape. The deck is stretched 
over its entire length and bended between its hangers 
(Figure 6.). It therefore has a low height: 

- the clearance under the deck is easier to 
guarantee, 

- the access ramps have a shorter length than for 
a beam bridge with a higher deck height (Figure  
7.).   

The deck is suspended at one or two arches arranged in 
vertical or inclined planes. Bowstring bridges are 
internally, statically indeterminate systems and 
externally, determinate systems. They are supported on 
simple bearings. 

 

3.2 Tied arch bridges on the Albert Canal 

The Albert Canal, which connects the river port of Liege 
with the seaport of Antwerp (Belgium), has been 
widened to allow traffic of push convoys of four barges 
with a whole capacity of 9000 tons. This decision has 
required the replacement of the existing bridges by new 

Beam bridge   Arch bridge  Cable-stayed bridge Suspension bridge 
350 m    550 m   1100 m   2000 m (3000m) 

Figure 3. Maximum main span length of bridges 

 

Figure 6. Internal forces. 

Figure 4. Structure of arches and the year of construction 
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structures with a much longer span (roughly 150 m 
instead of 95 m).   

It explains the choice of stay cables bridges (Lixhe, 
Lanaye and Wandre) and of tied arches bridges 
(Haccourt, Hermalle, Marexhe and Milsaucy – Figure 8.).  

In northern Belgium, a flat country, there are numerous 
examples of tied arches bridges. They are entirely 
concrete bridges. The arches are braced over great 
length and the hangers are vertical. The set of deck, 
arch, and hangers works like a Vierendeel beam. For the 
new bridges, the objectives were to obtain slender 
structures, easier to build also with no (minimum) 
interruption of the boats river traffic. Designed in the 
same period, they gave an opportunity to try to 
optimize each structure, to adapt each one to the local 
configuration and to take advantage of the latest 
theoretical developments in the field of instability. Even 
their main span length was almost the same, each 
bridge is different (Tab.1.). 

The hangers are locked-coil cables. Crossed cables 
(Figure 8.) have been preferred to vertical and parallel 
ones for two reasons: to ensure a better distribution of 

the traffic loads to the arches (Figure 9.) and to obtain a 
truss behaviour of the set of deck, arches and hangers. 
But, with this arrangement, it must be admitted that it 
also has some disadvantages: all cables are not in the 
same plane and, when the arches are inclined, as for 
the Hermalle bridge, the view of the suspension system 
is not clear (Figure 8.). 

3.3 Behaviour of the arches 

The arches are in compression. Their stability must be 
verified. Often, the instability in the arches plane is not 
preponderant; the first buckling mode appears 
transversally. For this mode, the arch can be considered 
as a beam, with compression stresses, restrained to the 
deck at each end. But in contrast with a simple 
compressed beam for which the ratio of the first two 
critical loads is 4.0, in the case of tied arch bridges, this 
ratio is around 1.0. The origin of this result is the 
stabilizing effect of the stretched hangers. The 
transversal instability of the arches is equivalent to a 
compressed beam on elastic foundation. The rigidity of 

Figure 7. Approach spans combined with two types of bridges. 
 

Table 1. Main characteristics of the tied arch bridges on the Albert Canal. 

 
Location 

Main span length 
(m) 

Width length 
(m) Arches Bracing shape 

Bracing location 
α= X/L 

Haccourt (B) 139.5 20.90 2, parallel / / 

Hermalle (B) 138.1 15.60 2, inclined 1 transversal top beam 0.5 

Marexhe (B) 100.18 18.30 2, parallel 2 transversal  
beams 0.25 / 0.75 

Milsaucy (B) 145.0 15.50 2, parallel 2 St.Andrew’s crosses 0.20 / 0.80 
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 this ‘foundation’ is equal to the tensile forces in the 
hanger divided by its length. (Figure 10.). Based on 
several scientific papers and researches at the 
University of Liège, the stabilizing effect of the tension 
hangers has been considered to better understand this 
behaviour and also to optimize the rigidity and the 

location of the transversal bracing between arches [1-
2]. 

Figure 11. Model to analyze the arches buckling. 

For a pre-design, it can be considered that the buckling 
length of the compression arch is equal to 0.35 L*, with 
L*, the developed arch length. The first instability mode 
shape is the same one as for the second buckling mode 
of a compression beam full restrained at each support 
(Figure 11). Based on a parametric analysis of the arch 
bracing, a simple design method, [2], has been 
suggested which allows a satisfactory accurate 
assessment of the critical out-of-plane buckling load of 
arches. This method simply consists of evaluating 

Hermalle Bridge      Milsaucy Bridge 

Haccourt Bridge      Marexhe Bridge 

Figure 8. Tied arches bridges on the Albert Canal. 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

  

Figure 9. Inclined/vertical hangers and traffic loads. 

Figure 10. Elastic foundation induced by hangers 
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analytically the instability of the set of bracing and 
arches submitted to compression in the transversal 
plane of the arches supported by an elastic foundation 
for which the rigidity is equivalent to NH/h (Figure 10). 
The efficiency of the bracing is clear but it is also 
possible to ensure the stability without it. For the four 
bridges on the Albert Canal (Figure 8.), four solutions to 
ensure the transversal stability has been used: 

- Hermalle bridge: inclined arched ‘connected’ at 
the arches top, 

- Marexhe bridge: two transversal beams, 
- Milsaucy bridge: two st.Andrew’s cross beams, 
- Haccourt bridge: without bracing. 

The deck of the Haccourt Bridge is larger. A bracing with 
transversal beams was also possible but the dimensions 
of the beam cross section would be also greater to 
obtain sufficient rigidity not only to ensure the stability 
but also to support its own dead load. The solution was 
to suppress the bracing and to increase the bending 
rigidity of each arch. It is clear that, in that case, the 
hollow cross section of the arches must be larger to 
obtain the required safety. 

3.4 Erection methods 

After the brittle collapse of some steel bridges in 
Belgium between 1938 and 1940, the welding of steel 
elements on the work site was prohibited until the mid-
nineties. Therefore the final connections of the arches 
for the new tied arches bridge on the Albert Canal have 
been made with bolts (Figure 8.).  

Two of these tied arch bridges have been erected with 
temporary steel piers to assemble the deck and the 
arches: Milsaucy and Marexhe bridges. The two other, 
Hermalle and Haccourt bridges, have been assembled 
on the ground and after that, transported on flat boats 
to install them on their final position. 

3.5 Evolutions of the design 

3.5.1 Chanxhe and Chaudfontaine tied arch bridges 

After the design of the tied-arch bridges on the Albert 
Canal, some other bridges with the same typology have 
been imagined and designed. The stability of the 
compression was well-known and understood; we could 
focus on other details of the structure. Two tied-arch 
bridges, with a span length around 50 m, have been 
designed in Chanxhe and Chaudfontaine (Belgium) 
(Figure 12.). 

The hangers are vertical and there is no bracing. With a 
ratio between the span length, L, and the arch top level, 

f, equal to L/6, the road clearance would be difficult to 
be respected with a transversal bracing. Moreover, its 
suppression gives the impression of lightness. A red 
colour has been adopted for the arches and the hangers 
for the Chanxhe bridge. For the Chaudfontaine bridge, 
the same red colour has been chosen for the arches and 
the deck and the white colour, for the hangers. This 
choice highlights the structural lines of the structure. 

 

Figure 12. Chanxhe bridge and Chaudfontaine bridge. 

3.5.2 The Sado Viaduct 

The railway Sado viaduct (Figure 13) is located in the 
south of Portugal. To limit the number of piers in the 
river, the choice of a multiple tied-arch bridge has 
quickly been adopted: three successive tied-arch 
bridges with main spans length equal to 160 m. For the 
pre-design, two solutions were examined: tied arch 
bridges with two inclined arches or one vertical arch. Of 
course, for this comparison, the deck shape was 
different for the two solutions. With two longitudinal 
arches, the longitudinal rigidity is ensured by two 
longitudinal beams located, each one, below each 
railway track. A transversely eccentric vertical load is 
equilibrated by an alternated loading in each arch. For 
the case of single arch, the deck cross section must be a 
composite box girder, with a sufficient torsional rigidity 
to transmit the torsional moment to the bearings. 
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Both solutions were confronted with objective criteria 
on the basis of two preliminary designs carried out in 
parallel. Finally, the choice was made on the second 
design for different reasons. The single central arch is 
more effective. The critical load is greater and the 
overall deflection of the structure is lower. The 
variation of stresses in the hangers of the inclined 
arches is greater. This assessment is unfavourable for 
fatigue. The solution with two arches increases the 
number of elements to be assembled. The estimated 
cost for the two arches solution proved to be 10% 
higher. All these conclusions led to the final choice of 
three bowstring bridges with a single arch [5]. 

The steel hollow cross section of the arch has a 
hexagonal shape of which the height and the width are 
variable from the basis to the top. The width is 
increasing to ensure the transversal stability of the arch 
and the height is decreasing to have the maximum 
vertical bending rigidity at the connection with the 
deck. The ratio between the length of the span and the 
height of the arch is 5.40. The deck is suspended to the 
arch, every 8 meters, by vertical and cylindrical solid 
bars. Their diameter is 200 mm with S355 steel quality. 

One particularity of the main bridge, composed of three 
tied arch bridges, is its continuity. Under the dead load, 
in spite of the continuity between the bridges, the 
bending moment between two bridges is quasi null. 
Under the variable load, it is not the case. This scheme 
doubtless distorts the behaviour of a real tied arch. But 
the interest was double: to suppress the problem of the 
rail track movement at the extremity of each tied arch 
bridge and also to have a single bearing device at the 
top of the concrete piers. 

Assembled on temporary steel frames upwards of the 
river, the total length of the three spans of the deck has 
been built by launching. For that, two steel temporary 
piers have been installed in the river Sado between 
each final concrete pier. Temporary piers were also 
used to assemble the arches pre-fabricated in three 
elements. To adjust the internal bending moment in the 
deck due to the dead load after the launching, a vertical 
displacement of 1.3 m high has been imposed after the 
final launching. The instability of the arches has been 
verified with finite element simulations. The first critical 
eigenvalues being not so high by comparison with the 
ULS load level (2.55  and 2.75 ULS), nonlinear 
elastoplastic computations have been realised with 
initial transversal deformed shape and several 
combinations of loading, dead load, wind and UIC loads. 

 Arch bridges 

4.1 Eau-Rouge Viaduct 

The structure (Figure 14.) is located between 
Francorchamps and Malmedy on the E42 motorway 
(Belgium) close to the border with Germany. The 
aggressiveness of the valley bottom soil, required a 
central span of 270 m to avoid the area of ground with 
bad mechanical properties. This central span is crossed 
with two arches made of steel hollow rectangular cross 
sections with a distance of 14 m, supporting the 
composite deck via vertical members and diagonals. 
The approach spans are 258.75 m long north and 
123.75 m south. The viaduct has a total length of 652.5 
m. The composite steel-concrete deck is 27 m wide with 
two carriageways, each with two traffic lanes and one 
emergency stop lane. 

31
335

0

Figure 13. Sado Viaduct (Portugal) 
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The two steel arches have a parabolic shape of 
minimum radius 150 m and a height of about 50 m. The 
two steel caissons are not interconnected by any 
bracing except during the assembly phases. At the top 
of the arch, the arch and the deck are combined to form 
a single box of variable height (2.0 m up to 7.0 m). 

The special character of the structure, its lightness, its 
slenderness, the span length of the arch have led 
engineers to realize a series of numerical simulations to 
verify: 

- for the whole structure, its behaviour under the 
effect of an earthquake and its safety regarding 
the instability of the arches without transversal 
bracing. The first two instability load factor are 
equal to 4.84 and 5.09 versus the SLS loading 
(Figure 14.). 

- for certain structural elements, the effects of 
the second order effect such as the vertical 

webs of the steel hollow caissons of the deck 
for which the phenomenon of web breathing 
for the common caisson deck-arch at the top of 
the arches would occurred. 

4.2 Bridge on the Ravine Fontaine 

The arch bridge on the Ravine Fontaine (Figure 15) is a 
bridge on the road connection called ‘’Route des 
Tamarins’’ in the West of the Reunion Island (France). It 
is one of the four civil engineering works qualified as 
exceptional on this road because of their type, their 
dimensions, and/or their location. The Tamarins road 
progresses on the sides of a volcano, approximately one 
km away from the coast and at an altitude close to 300 
m. It must consequently cross the innumerable ravines. 
The Ravine Fontaine has at the level of the road, an 
opening of 200 meters, and a depth of 110 meters. The 
deck is 20.1 m width: 2 road lanes and an emergency 
lane in each direction [4]. 

     

Figure 14. Eau-Rouge Viaduct 
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Figure 15. Ravine Fontaine profile and the bridge. 

As first approach, it was reasonable to consider (Figure 
15.): 

- for a bridge whose reactions would have been 
vertical, that the support zone must lie a 
setback of 20 m relative to the edge of the cliffs 
and find a basalt layer sufficiently thick to allow 
diffusion of the support reactions 

- for a bridge with inclined reactions (arch type 
bridge), that it was necessary to consider the 
zone following the natural balancing slope as 
unstable, and that a support surface directly 
behind this zone was acceptable, as far as it was 
possible to find one or more basalt layers which 
were able to balance the horizontal component.  

The Reunion Island is the seat of a very significant 
endemic flora of which many species are protected. In 
particular, certain birds such as the “puffins of the 
baillon" nest and reproduce in the cracks and fractures 
of the basalt layers. It was not possible to envisage a 

cable-stayed bridge that would have disrupted their 
flight.  

In consequence, the best choice was a bridge with a 
support structure below the deck: an arch bridge. 

The length of the structure is strictly limited to what is 
needed for carrying out the crossing, this is 200 m. It is 
easily understood that if the geotechnical conditions 
allow the construction of an arch bridge, this solution 
will be the most interesting, as much as well as for the 
landscape, as technical and economic aspects.  

The principle of an arch bridge is such that it is 
principally subjected to an almost constant compression 
force. It is therefore logical to design a constant section. 
The design takes account of this principle. However, to 
benefit from the possibilities of restraining the arch in 
the foundations and in the basalt layers, the height of 
the section was increased at the basis, which also made 
it possible to decrease it in the central part and to give 
the impression of a large slenderness. Transversely, the 
arch is mainly subjected to the forces of the wind (mean 
wind speed, 50 m/sec, in cyclone regions). It behaves 
like a beam supported at its two ends, with a maximum 
bending moment in the central part. The width of its 
section develops proportionally to this bending 
moment. These principles have made it possible to fit 
the arch section between two inclined planes (Figure 
16.). 

The geometry of the arch so defined was used as the 
basis for the geometrical construction of the columns 
and the deck. The deck is composed of two small 
caissons 2 meters high and 2 meters wide. These two 
small caissons are braced every 4 meters in order to 
support the reinforced concrete slabs. They are in 
addition supported by the radiating, thus inclined 
columns. The columns as well as the caissons of the 
deck fit in the planes of the arch. 

The ratio L/f, height of the arch on span length, is 
usually guided by economic considerations and lies 

 

 

 

 

170 m 

At the crown 

At the springing 

 

Figure 16. Bridge on Ravine Fontaine – Elevation and cross sections 
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between 5 and 6 (see tied arch bridges on the Albert 
Canal). In addition with the general rule, other 
parameters have to be considered. The foundations 
must find a sufficiently rigid support on the basalt layers 
to take the compression of the arch. The abrupt face of 
the cliffs makes the earthworks and the access to the 
bottom of the excavation particularly delicate. It is 
necessary to limit their depth to the minimum.  But 
aesthetically, the economic ratio leads to a less dynamic 
aspect. This is why we made the choice to decrease the 
slenderness ratio to 1/7.5 that is a deflection of 22.50 
meters for a span of 170 meters.  

The four sides of the box girder consist of stiffened 
panels (Figure 16). These panels were checked by 
means of Eurocode by taking account of the combined 
plate-column behaviour. 

Two by two and laid out every 16 meters, the columns 
transfer the loads coming from the deck onto the arch. 
They are provided with articulations at their two ends in 
order to be subjected only to normal forces. Indeed, 
under the effect of the asymmetrical forces (a 
longitudinally loaded half-bridge), the arch works 
exclusively in bending and significantly deforms, 
inducing significant relative rotations, particularly at the 
foot of the columns. An end restraint at this place 
would have imposed a bending of the columns 
incompatible with their resistance to fatigue. In order to 
ensure this function and to limit the maintenance 
(inspection, replacement), the supports at the interface 
with the deck are carried out by means of steel grains 
on steel, and at the arch, by means of a welded plate 
(Figure 17.). 

After construction of the earthworks, foundations and 
support abutments, the assembly of the metallic 
structure, with a total weight of 2000 tons, was erected 
by the cantilever method. Basic sections are 
manufactured in workshops in Italy before being 

conveyed by boat to the Reunion. After assembly on 
site to reconstitute elements of a maximum weight of 
100 tons, the latter are set up one after the others by 
means of a derrick built explicitly for this work. 

 Conclusions 
Although numerous arch and tied-arch bridges have 
already been designed around the world, it is yet 
possible to imagine innovative structures. But, the most 
important thing is perhaps to design aesthetic and 
elegant structures with the respect of their 
environment.  

The beliefs of René Greisch about appropriateness of 
design in relation to efficiency, economy, and 
functionality have been expressed in a series of works 
which have established the reputation and the 
references of his engineering office. His interest in 
architecture has instilled his design team with a spirit of 
research and innovation and has led to many 
collaboration ventures with architects. Collaboration 
between engineers and architects is important in order 
to create an atmosphere where the design team is 
constantly questioning and searching for new solutions, 
both formal and technical. The attitude of quest, the 
determination to work through collaboration and 
synergy, constant innovation and dynamism, invention 
combined with imagination must become the working 
methods and principles that must underpin the design 
of structures and bridges.  

The bridges must be designed to serve the city with the 
respect of three well-known principles: the statics, the 
aesthetics, and the politics. Then, there will be many 
chances that citizens will be proud of ‘’their’’ bridges.   

 
 

Figure 17. Interface between counters and the deck and the arch. 
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Fatigue monitoring of railway bridges by means of virtual sensing 

Kristof Maes, Geert Lombaert  
KU Leuven, Department of Civil Engineering, Leuven, Belgium 
 
Contact: kristof.maes@kuleuven.be 
 
Abstract 
This paper presents a case study of a railway bridge in Leuven, Belgium, where fatigue monitoring is 
performed by means of virtual sensing. The fatigue damage accumulation in critical details is tracked over 
time. The strains used in the fatigue assessment are not directly measured but obtained indirectly from a 
system inversion, where acceleration and strain measurements on the bridge deck are combined with a 
dynamic model of the structure to extrapolate the response to unmeasured locations. In addition to the 
fatigue monitoring, the modal characteristics of the structure (natural frequencies, modal damping ratios, and 
mode shapes) are permanently tracked over time, based on continuous acceleration measurements, and used 
for structural health monitoring. 

Keywords: Virtual sensing, joint input-state estimation, system inversion, data fusion, fatigue damage 
accumulation, structural health monitoring. 

 

 Introduction 
Fatigue of metallic structures occurs when a structural 
component is subjected to cyclic loading. If the stresses 
at some locations in the structure exceed a certain 
threshold, microscopic cracks will begin to form. 
Further crack propagation can lead to sudden failure of 
structural members, possibly leading to instability of 
the structure. Fatigue is a design driver for many 
engineering structures, such as railway bridges, antenna 
towers, wind turbines, and offshore structures. 

In the design stage, a fatigue assessment of metallic 
structures is generally based on cycle counting stress 
time histories in critical points of the structure, that 
have been obtained from numerical predictions using a 
model of the structure and a prior estimate of the 
expected service loads. A widely applied algorithm for 
cycle counting stress time histories is the so-called Rain 
Flow Counting algorithm. After the cycle counting, the 
fatigue accumulation is calculated based on the 
Palmgren-Miner cumulative damage rule [1].  

Once a structure has been built, in situ strain 
measurements allow verifying assumptions made in the 
design, including the response under dynamic loading 
and the number of load cycles imposed to the structure. 
Moreover, continuous stress cycle counting can be used 
to follow the fatigue accumulation in critical points over 
time. Due to economical and practical constraints, the 
stresses required for the fatigue assessment cannot be 

measured at all physical locations on the structure. To 
overcome this limitation, virtual sensing techniques can 
be adopted for model-based extrapolation of the 
response obtained from a limited number of sensors 
(accelerometers, strain gauges, …) to other points of 
interest on the structure. Various approaches for the 
estimation of structural response using virtual sensing 
techniques are presented in the literature [2,3]. 

This paper presents a case study where virtual sensing 
is applied for fatigue monitoring of railway bridge KW51 
in Leuven, Belgium (figure 1). Section 2 presents the 
railway bridge, the monitoring system, and the 
procedure that will be followed in the fatigue 
monitoring. Section 3 concludes the paper. 

 
Figure 1. Railway bridge KW51. 
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 Case study 
Continuous measurements are performed on railway 
bridge KW51 in Leuven, Belgium (figure 1). The railway 
bridge of the type bowstring has a length of 115 m and 
enables the crossing of the canal Leuven-Mechelen. The 
railway line consists of two tracks. 

The monitoring consists of acceleration and strain 
measurements on the bridge deck, strain 
measurements on the diagonals connecting the arch to 
the bridge deck, strain measurements on the rails, 
temperature measurements, and a relative humidity 
measurement. The monitoring has started on 2 October 
2018. The measurements are performed continuously 
and have an intended duration of two years. 

The acceleration measurements are processed every 
hour to obtain the modal characteristics (natural 
frequencies, modal damping ratios, and mode shapes). 
These modal characteristics will be used for structural 
health monitoring, where changes in the observed 
modal characteristics over time are related to structural 
damage [4]. The temperature and relative humidity 
measurements will allow to diminish the influence of 
environmental factors, which may lead to false positive 
damage indication. 

The acceleration measurements are also processed 
together with the strain measurements on the bridge 
deck to predict the strains in details that are critical for 
fatigue, hereby adopting the idea of virtual strain 
sensing, outlined in figure 2. As an example, figure 3 
shows the measured vertical acceleration and 
longitudinal strain in the main girder at mid-span during 
a train passage with 3 carriages (6 bogies, 12 axles). 
Note that the strain time history in figure 3b does not 
allow to distinguish between separate axle passages but 
only the passage of four groups of axles that are well 
separated from each other (axles 1&2, axles 3-6, axles 
7-10 and axles 11&12). A detailed finite element model 
of the structure will be developed, which is a key 
element in the response extrapolation. In the validation 
study, the strains are predicted in the diagonals, where 
they are also measured. A comparison of the predicted 
and measured strains and the corresponding number of 
fatigue cycles will allow to assess the accuracy of the 
proposed monitoring procedure. The data processing is 
automated, with as final outcome (1) a global damage 
indicator, which is the result of the structural health 
monitoring, and (2) the fatigue damage accumulation 
(number of stress cycles) in the diagonals and several 
critical details.  

 

 
Figure 2. The principle of virtual sensing. 

 

Figure 3. Example of the vertical acceleration (left) and 
longitudinal strain in the main girder (right) at mid-

span, during a train passage. 

 Conclusions 
This paper presents a case study where fatigue 
monitoring of a railway bridge is performed by means 
of virtual sensing. The presented validation study 
should allow to conclude whether virtual sensing can be 
successfully adopted for tracking the fatigue damage 
accumulation of a structure. 
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Steel-supported glazed atrium roof between two adjacent existing buildings 

Frank Rake  
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Abstract 
A new atrium roof structure is part of a renovation project in the city centre of Amsterdam. Large spans of 45 
meters with slender beams are covered by using an inverted umbrella roof structure. Structural roof weight, 
stiffness and the interaction of global and local buckling are important parameters which influence the beam 
slenderness. These beams are optimised by parametric calculations. The roof is supported by existing 
buildings and a group of curved columns with staircases, balconies and hanging walkways. 

Keywords: Inverted umbrella roof structure; parametric calculations; tapered beams; balconies; hanging 
walkways; eigenfrequency; snow accumulation. 

 

 Introduction 
In the city centre of Amsterdam a former hospital 
complex, Chirurgische kliniek en Zusterhuis, dating from 
1900, will be transformed to the new university library 
of Amsterdam. In the open courtyard a new enclosed 
atrium arise between two existing buildings. A new 
steel structure glazed roof covers the courtyard and 
extends over two existing buildings. The triangular 
shaped roof has an area of 45x42x51 metres. The roof is 
supported by a group of steel curved columns on the 
basement floor with staircases, two balconies and three 
hanging walkways (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. Steel structure [1] 

 Structural design 
The roof shape is optimised by parametric calculations 
in a geometric linear model in Scia Engineer including 
absences to research deflections of the roof, columns, 
balconies and walkways separately. The geometric 
nonlinear model showed second order effects smaller 
than two percent which are negligible. Consequence 
class 2 and a steel of grade S355 is applied. The inverted 
umbrella roof structure on top of the steel columns can 
be categorized by a primary, secondary, tertiary and 
edge beams. Primary beams are welded rectangular 
hollow sections (RHS) of 600x200 mm2 and a maximum 
span of 12 metres.  

 
Figure 2. Situation and structural beams. 

The secondary structure (Figure 2) is hinge connected 
to the primary beams and has an inner closed ring (A) 
surrounded by two closed tension rings (B and C) and 
two discontinuous rings (D and E). Ring A consists of 

mailto:john.doe@goodmail.com
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square hollow section of 200x200 mm2. Ring B is a tube 
of Ø273 mm and ring C, D and E are tubes of Ø355 mm. 
The tertiary beam (Figure 2) decrease the span of the 
glass frames and is hinge connected. The two longest 
beams are RHS trusses with tension rods. The edge 
beam is a RHS 400x200 mm2. The height of primary 
beams connecting to the edge beam are tapered. Due 
to optimisation of the structures weight and resistance 
to global and local buckling the flanges, webs and tube 
thicknesses are variable. Variable slopes of primary 
beams result in unique pre-manufactured welded 
knots. Joints of the secondary and tertiary beams are 
comparable. The steel structure of the balconies are 
fixed to the columns by a horizontal beam to carry the 
floor. An additional curved beam supports the 
horizontal beam to maximize the cantilever depth to 4,4 
metres. By use of hinge connections between the 
walkway and columns, no additional deformations 
occur in the balconies and columns due to walkway 
loadings. The walkways are fixed to the roof structure 
by tension bars and support onto the glass facade steel 
structure and existing buildings. Both, the balconies and 
walkways, have composite floor slabs to reduce 
vibrations within the eigenfrequency of 5 Hz.  

2.1 Stability  

All additional deflections of the roof, balcony and 
walkway meet the requirement of 1/500 of the beam 
length. Since the atrium rooftop is lower than the 
rooftop of the existing buildings, no additional bracing 
structures are needed in the existing buildings to 
stabilise the triangular form-retaining roof for 
horizontal wind forces. The wind affects the structure 
locally, but has no global impact to the stabilisation 
structure of the existing buildings. Braces in the atrium 
facade structure transfer wind forces from the roof to 
the surrounding buildings. Column deflections need to 
be within the boundary of 1/500 of the total column 
length and at 1/300 of the storey height to maintain 
stability of the atrium structure. Each balcony has a 
structural ring on balcony level to activate the stiffness 
of all columns and to reduce the column buckling 
length. Horizontal stabilisation of both balconies is 
created by connecting them to the first floor slab and 
middle walkway via diagonal staircase beams. Because 
of the triangular shape of the roof structure the edge 
beam moves into the horizontal direction due to the 
structures weight. This will cause extra forces in the 
facade bracing structure. In the building sequence the 
final facade bracing structure will not be tightened until 
all permanent loads are applied onto the structure. The 
edge beam can freely move in horizontal direction. 

Once all permanent loads are applied the bracing 
structure will be tightened to stabilise the structure and 
temporary braces in the building phase are removed.  

2.2 Loads and supports  

The permanent load is larger than the overpressure 
load in the atrium and the upward wind load together. 
In the middle of the inverted umbrella roof snow 
accumulations may occur and result into higher local 
snow loads. Besides, snow sliding from the atrium roof 
structure will cause an extra snow load onto the 
existing buildings. The atrium roof and existing roofs are 
both capable to resist these local snow effects. The 
balcony and walkway balustrades have a characteristic 
permanent line load of 1,5 kN/m and because of the 
library function the torsional variable line moment is 4,2 
kNm/m. Other loads are given in table 1. To transfer 
these loads via the existing building to the pile 
foundation, new steel structures in the existing 
buildings are necessary. 

Table 1. Characteristic loads in kN/m2 

Part Permanent  Variable  

Roof 1,5 1,0 

Balcony/Walkway 4,8 5,0 

Stairs 4,0 5,0 

 Discussion and conclusion 
Important for slender beams in roof structures is the 
optimisation process of structural roof weight, beam 
stiffness and the interaction of global and local buckling. 
Also important is a lower atrium rooftop level than the 
existing building wherefore no additional bracing 
structures are needed in the building for stabilisation. 
The wind affects the structure locally, but has no global 
impact.  
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The Boekelose Bridge: an innovative structure 
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Abstract 
The Boekelose Bridge is an innovative slender structure that behaves structurally as a portal frame. It is an 
integral bridge whose deck and abutments from one unique curved surface. The deck is a curved steel shell 
connected to two concrete abutments by means of post-tensioned rods.  

Keywords: Bridge, innovation, integral structure, portal frame, post-tension, 3D representation. 

 

 Introduction 
A Design & Build Competition was won by Dura 
Vermeer and Ney & Partners in 2016 to create a bridge 
over the Twente Canal, connecting the city centre of 
Hengelo with the A35 highway (The Netherlands). One 
of the requests of this contest was to integrate up to 
three innovations into the structure. The Boekelose 
Bridge would become one of the main gateways to the 
city. It is a 50 m span and 20 m wide integral structure, 
without bearings nor classical joints which behaves 
structurally as a portal frame. 

Figure 1. Render of the Boekelose Bridge. 

 Description of the project 
The Boekelose Bridge is not a standard structure with a 
deck, abutments and retaining walls. By double-curving 
a surface, these three elements are obtained as one 
unique entity. The surface’s edge is a continuous line 
that represents the symbol of infinity (Figure 2) and it is 
emphasized by the handrail and its LED lighting. This 
continuous line highlights also the underside of the 
bridge which is often neglected. The electricity 
necessary for the lightning is obtained from 50m² of 
solar panels, which will be integrated in the asphalt 

layer of the roadway. The panels will have a covering 
that enables them to sustain the heavy loads of the 
vehicles. This innovative system allows the bridge to be 
energetically autonomous. 

  
Figure 2. Continuous edge line of the bridge. 

The superstructure and the handrail of the bridge are 
built in steel, representing the history of Hengelo as a 
city with an important manufacturing industry in the 
Netherlands. The handrail consists of a series of vertical 
bars in steel which are coated with Low Baked 
Powdercoating (LBP). This innovative method of coating 
for outdoor applications is considered sustainable since 
it is baked at a lower temperature producing less CO2. 
The deck is formed by a curved steel shell which is 
stiffened on its top side longitudinally by two main 
girders and two small lateral girders, and transversally 
by a series of vertical plates. This shell also serves as 
permanent formwork for a non-structural lightweight 
concrete fill used to create the road surface. The depth 
of the bridge deck is variable, with a maximum of 1.3 m 
along the central axis, where more height is needed, 
decreasing towards the deck edges to a minimum of 20 
cm. This allows to obtain an effective light weight 
bridge deck, which has as advantage with respect to 
traditional orthotropic steel decks a better fatigue 
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resistance, due to the spreading of the point vehicle 
loads though the fill-in material. 

The steel deck is rigidly connected to the two double-
curved concrete abutments by 63 post-tensioned rods 
on each side of the deck. 

The figures below represent in colours the different 
elements of the bridge (in blue the steel deck and in 
grey the double-curved concrete abutments). 

 
Figure 3. Main dimensions of the bridge. 

 
Figure 4. Transversal section of the bridge. 

Due to the complex curved geometry of the bridge, 
there was a need for innovating the way information is 
communicated between the designers, contractor, 
subcontractors and clients. A concept called Engineer & 
Build in Mixed Reality was proposed, which aims to mix 
the virtual and the real world through a headset worn 
on the jobsite. It is a prototype that will be further 
developed in time, in attempt to eliminate printed plans 
from the design and construction phases. 

 Calculations 
The calculations were done with a Finite Element 
Software called SOFiSTiK (v2016). Since the width of the 
bridge deck is one half its length, the integral bridge 
was modelled with shell elements to consider the 
transversal effects of the structure. The constructions 
stages are included in the SOFiSTiK model and influence 
significantly the results of the calculation. The 
foundations, abutment and steel shell were included in 
the model in their corresponding construction stages. 
The connection of the steel deck and the concrete 
abutments is done by means of “rigid arms”. 

 
Figure 5. SOFiSTiK 3D model. 

A non-linear calculation had to be carried out to take 
into account both the local buckling of plates under 
compression and the global buckling of the bridge deck. 
The combination of all these non-linear effects was the 
biggest challenge in the calculation of the steel deck. 

 
Figure 6. First global buckling mode with SOFiSTiK. 

Due to the complex geometry of the abutments, the 
calculated reinforcement was represented in 3D in 
Tekla BIMsight. 

 
Figure 7. 3D reinforcement representation in Tekla. 

Tekla is the software used to exchange information 
about the geometry of the steel, concrete and 
reinforcement between the different parties concerned 
in this project. 

 Conclusion 
The bridge is now at its last stages of construction, in 
which the steel deck is already fixed to the concrete 
abutments. The Boekelose Bridge was a success in our 
aim to continue developing light-weight, slender 
structures, to progress in 3D modelling and in improving 
the communication between the different parties 
involved in a project. It can be considered a step 
towards innovating the field of civil engineering. 
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Abstract 
IFD is a method of construction in which the connections between parts of a bridge are standardized. This 
way, bridges can be built circular, sustainable, more efficient and with higher quality. In 2018, the Dutch 
Institute for Normalization (NEN) developed a standard by working together with authorities, contractors, 
constructors and engineers. The IFD-standard for drawbridges has already been developed and contains 
principles for superstructure, substructure, mechanical parts and electrical control. Constructing according to 
the IFD-standard, bridge elements can be more easily maintained or replaced. Research shows that building 
by IFD-principles reduces lifecycle costs, avoids traffic delays and lowers CO2 emissions. 

Keywords: industrial; flexible; demountable; circular; standardized interfaces; bridge; cost reduction 

 Introduction 
As ambitious climate goals [1] are set throughout the 
world and an immense bridge replacement challenge 
presents itself in the Netherlands [2], an opportunity 
arises for the circular construction of bridges [3]. IFD is a 
method of building where the connections between 
parts of a drawbridge are standardized. This way, 
bridges can be built circular, sustainable and more 
efficient. Furthermore, they can be built in less time, 
with lower failure costs. Every bridge has its own unique 
exterior, which is preferred as it must fit within its 
surroundings. The technical specifications of a bridge, 
however, do not have to be quite as unique. Figure 1 
shows that, although the technical properties are the 
same, the exterior of bridges can still differ to comply to 
their surroundings. 

Figure 1. Unique exterior of two drawbridges 

 IFD method 
IFD stands for Industrial, Flexible and Dismountable. It is 
a concept where prefabricated, standardized interfaces 
fit perfectly on every IFD-bridge and can be applied 
faster than traditional, custom-made interfaces. By 
making agreements about the properties of these 
interfaces it is possible to reuse parts. A comparison can 
be made with the popular child’s toy Lego, as suggested 
in previous literature [4, 5]. 

As with Lego, all blocks can be assembled onto each 
other, fit perfectly, and it is possible to disassemble the 
parts to form a new structure.  Figure 2 shows that, for a 
bearing, it is necessary to make agreements about both 
the dimension and interface. 

Figure 2. IFD-principle for bearing 
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Although some features of constructional elements are 
standardised, the possibility to achieve a fresh new 
design is still feasible. As long as the element matches the 
dimension and interface agreed upon designers are free 
to use any material, shape or size they see fit to create an 
aesthetically pleasing bridge. 

 Technical details 
The IFD-standard for drawbridges contains agreements 
on superstructure, substructure, mechanical parts and 
electrical control and lays the foundation for the 
construction of bridges. In the design code, it is dictated 
which technical details are required for a drawbridge to 
be built according to the IFD-standard. Figure 3 shows 
that each detail for the dimension and interface is 
determined; the measurements and ways of elemental 
interaction (i.e. bolt sizes) are already set. By 
constructing according to the IFD-standard, bridge 
elements can be more easily maintained or replaced. 

Figure 3. Technical details described in the standard 

 Benefits 
The financial and social benefits of IFD have been 
studied by the Economic Institute for Construction and 
Housing [6]. Their study concluded that using the IFD-
method to build a bridge has several benefits. 

The EIB shows large potential savings in their social cost 
benefit analysis. Compared to the ‘traditional’ way of 
constructing bridges, the IFD-method can realise a 
reduction of 7% to 14% [6] on life cycle costs 
(construction and maintenance costs).  

Significant cost reductions up to 40% can be achieved in 
engineering, in the movable parts and in the mechanism 
that powers the movable parts. Streamlining the entire 
process from preparations before construction to the 
maintenance of bridges after construction could also 
reduce failure costs by 25% to 33% [6]. Figure 4 depicts 
the different cost categories and their reduction 

potential (minimum and maximum) compared to the 
‘traditional’ method of constructing a movable bridge. 

Figure 4. Potential cost reductions 

When bridges are replaced or maintenance is 
performed, traffic can endure periods of inconvenience 
with longer traffic times due to congestion or detours. 
When using the IFD-method in construction these 
periods of inconvenience and the associated costs can 
be reduced significantly. When a bridge is being replaced 
in the same spot, the IFD-method can reduce the time of 
construction by 15% [6]. The better quality of 
prefabricated construction elements reduces the chance 
of malfunctioning and related traffic jams. 

The reduction of construction time associated with IFD 
also reduces the emission of CO2 caused by detours 
(longer travel distances) with 15% [6]. In addition, the 
CO2 emission of concrete in bridges can be reduced with 
IFD. With more industrialization and prefabrication less 
concrete is used (less waste) and less cement is needed. 
Adjustability and flexibility are important aspects of IFD 
construction. Constructing bridges with elements that 
can be replaced and reused easily will have a positive 
impact on sustainability and circularity goals in 
construction. These are benefits that can be achieved in 
the future. 
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Case study of rail-bridge interaction of a large span railway viaduct in Riga 
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Abstract 
When railway tracks are positioned on bridges, a rail-bridge interaction calculation should be carried out. This 
effort has to be done to verify that the peak stress does not pass the maximum allowable stress. In this paper 
such a calculation will be performed on a large span viaduct to be built in Riga. 

Keywords: rail-bridge interaction, continuous welded rails, rail/bridge joints 

 

 Introduction 
The longer the more rails are continuously welded and 
the number of joints reduced. In this way, the amount of 
maintenance is reduced and the passenger comfort 
rises. This trend is only possible because of the increase 
in steel strength and a reliable way of construction [1]. 
Due to temperature variations there is an expansion or 
contraction at the end of the rails (at the height of a 
joint). Next to this problem, the temperature variations 
and the train(s) give rise to longitudinal forces and 
stresses to which the rail should resist [2]. In this paper a 
case study is performed on a viaduct to be built in Riga. 
Figure 1 shows an overview of the viaduct and its 
properties such as the joints and span lengths, the total 
length of the viaduct is 1055, 75 m. The main goal is to 
have as less rail joints as possible and to maximize the 
bridge spans. The longest bridge spans consisting of 
concrete box girders are 87 m (five times), this length is 
already exceptionally, in Germany, for example the 
longest concrete box girder is 64, 44 m [3]. The paper 
will consider the acting forces, the modelling approach 
and an interpretation of the results. 

 Acting forces 
As mentioned in the introduction, both temperature and 
train have an influence on the rail-bridge interaction.  In 
this section the acting forces are clarified in terms of 

origin and magnitude. Firstly, there is the influence of 
the train. Three different forces can be distinguished: 
breaking and acceleration forces and vertical loads (EN 
1991-2). The breaking and acceleration forces are as 
next: the breaking force has a magnitude of 20 kN/m, 
acting over a length of 300 m. The accelerating force has 
a magnitude of 33 kN/m and an acting length of 30,3 m. 

Because the viaduct exists out of two parallel railways, 
these forces act together in the same direction. Later, 
from the model will follow that the closer applied to a 
bridge joint, the larger the influence of these forces. 

There where the breaking and accelerating forces act, 
the vertical loads, implemented as load model 71 (LM71) 
will be applied as well. But the length of these vertical 
forces is not limited as in the case of the breaking and 
acceleration forces. 

Next to the train, also temperature and long-term 
effects (creep-shrinkage) affect the behaviour of the rail 
and bridge. Both rail and bridge are exposed to outside 
weather conditions but due to different thermal 
properties, temperature differences might occur 
between rail and bridge deck. The largest temperature 
difference to be applied is limited by the eurocode to 20 
Kelvin (EN 1991-2). To include creep and shrinkage of 
the concrete, an extra -10 Kelvin is applied to the 
concrete. For the magnitude of this extra temperature 
difference, the Belgian norm by Infrabel was applied 
(RTV KW01). The applied temperatures (both 

Figure 1. Overview of the viaduct with indication of rail and bridge joints 
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temperature and time dependent effects) are, for case 
1: 50°C on the rail and 20°C on the bridge, case 2: -50°C 
on the rail and -30°C on the bridge. 

 Design criteria and approach 
Design criteria can be divided in two big groups: 
limitation of (relative) displacements of the track and 
limitation of the rail stresses. Because of the narrow 
scope of this paper, the focus will be on the rail stresses 
only. These rail stresses should be limited to 72 and 92 
MPa for compression and tension respectively. These 
two stresses are additional stresses due to variable loads 
(EN 1991-2). Temperature loads are already included. 
The stress variation as a result of temperature changes 
is: Δσ=αEΔT. With α=1.26x10-6, E=200 GPa and ΔT=50°C 
this leads to a stress of 126 MPa [4]. Briefly, the 
allowable stresses are -198 MPa for compression and 
218 MPa for tension. 

 
Figure 2. Track resistance in the longitudinal direction 

The bridge and rails are modelled as beam elements. 
The connection between the bridge and the rail is 
realized with non-linear springs in the longitudinal 
direction. A difference in stiffness (k) of these springs is 
made according to loaded (where the train is located) 
and unloaded conditions. Where the loaded track 
behaves three times more stiff. Figure 2 shows this 
stiffness, for a ballast tack:  u0=2 mm and k=20 and 60 
kN/m for unloaded and loaded track conditions 
respectively [5]. 

 Results and conclusions  
Figure 3 shows the compression stresses. It is clear that 
peaks occur at bridge joints, this happens due to the 
possibility of relative displacements between deck and 

rails. Where a rail joint is placed the stresses are zero. 
The rail stress in the hyperstatic part of the viaduct (right 
hand side) is smaller than the predetermined maximum 
stress. In the left part of the viaduct, the stresses are 
slightly larger, if hereby the small underestimation of 
bending moments is taken into account an adaptation of 
the current design is required. This adaptation can exist 
of making a longer part of the viaduct hyperstatic as 
well.  

For the hyperstatic (right hand side) part of the viaduct 
the obtained stresses are of acceptable magnitude but 
more checks should be carried out. It is recommended to 
validate the longitudinal track resistance values with 
measurements. Next to that the eurocode is not that 
specific about which load cases are already considered in 
the allowable rail stresses.  
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Figure 3. Compression stress in the upper (above) and the bottom (below) part of the rail in MPa 
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Abstract 
Adequacy of the Eurocode’s partial factor for fatigue design of steel joints in railway bridges is investigated in 
this study. The main uncertain parameters on the load side of the limit state function are studied and their 
influences on the reliability index are investigated through a sensitivity analysis. 
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 Introduction 
To design structural details in steel bridges for fatigue, 
the current version of the EN1993 standard 
recommends a partial factor of 1.35 for the safe-life 
assessment method and high consequences of failure. 
Based on a study [1], a concern has been escalated 
among fatigue experts regarding the adequacy of this 
value. A probabilistic fatigue study has been carried out 
by the author to evaluate the safety level reached by 
applying this partial factor. For this purpose, statistical 
distributions have been assigned to the random 
variables involved in fatigue life estimation. By 
performing a reliability analysis, the failure probability of 
the designed structural detail has been calculated and 
compared with the required safety level set by the 
EN1990 standard. 

 Methods 
The first step is to design a structural detail following 
Eurocode’s procedure.  A cover-plate detail located on 
the mid-span of a simply supported girder has been 
chosen. Span lengths of 5 m, 20 m and 100 m have been 
considered. By assuming a fictitious section modulus for 
the girder (and therefore a fictitious influence line), the 
cumulative fatigue damage (Dn) of the cover-plate (S-N 
curve for detail category 50) caused by a design dynamic 
load model (standard traffic mix in this study) has been 
calculated [2]. According to EN 1993, Dn at the end of the 
service life should be equal to 1. Therefore, in order to 
design the detail, the section modulus has been 
modified until 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 = 1 is reached. The designed detail is 
used in the probabilistic approach. 

 

 

2.1 Probabilistic approach 

The purpose of this step is to simulate the reality as 
close as possible. Therefore, instead of the load model, 
actual measured traffic belonging to a highly trafficked 
location in the Netherlands has been used. Several train 
properties such as axle weight, axle distance and 
number of crossing axles were recorded by using weigh 
in motion (WIM) measurements. Also, the type of the 
passing trains (passenger or freight) were recorded. This 
information has been used in this approach. In addition, 
the most influential uncertain load parameters, i.e. the 
dynamic amplification factor (DAF), the load effect 
model uncertainty (B) and the trend amplification factor 
(t) have been studied and suitable statistical 
distributions have been assigned to them (Table 1). DAF 
is defined as the ratio between the maximum stresses 
recorded at crossing a test locomotive with high speed 
and with low speed. Results of a measurement research 
in Germany [3] have been used in this study (Table 1). ‘B’ 
takes into account the uncertainty related to calculation 
of the influence line using the structural model of the 
bridge. It can be defined as the ratio between derived 
stresses using measured influence lines and calculated 
influence lines. Five bridges in Netherlands have been 
studied and 13 values of B (one for each available 
influence line) have been used to fit the distribution of 
‘B’ (Table 1). ‘t’ takes into account the possible changes 
in loading condition over time. A dataset containing 
traffic measurement recorded from 2004 to 2015 for 44 
railway tracks across the Netherlands have been used to 
estimate the trend on axle weight changes. A linear fit to 
the data points shows an average annual increase of 
0.8% on axle weights. The uncertainty over this trend is 
assumed to be increasing with time and has standard 
deviation of 0.05 after 100 years. To be more in line with 
the technical specification of trains and design 
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guidelines, axle weights are limited to 250 kN in this 
study. As for the fatigue resistance model uncertainty, 
the scatter is considered on the material parameters 𝑎𝑎1 
and 𝑎𝑎2 which in the S-N curves represent N-axis 
intercepts of the first and second lines, respectively. 𝑎𝑎1 
and 𝑎𝑎2 are fully correlated and distributions of their base 
10 logarithmic value are presented in Table 1. The slopes 
of the lines are assumed to be fixed with the values of 
𝑚𝑚1 = 3 and 𝑚𝑚2 = 5. 

2.2 Reliability Analysis 

The limit state function is defined as;  

𝑔𝑔(𝑿𝑿) = 𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛(𝑿𝑿)                                             (1) 

where the random variable Dcr is the critical damage and 
X is the vector of all previously mentioned random 
variables. Dcr follows a lognormal distribution with 
parameters as presented in Table 1. Failure can be 
defined as the situation wherein g(X)<0. Therefore, 
probability of failure is defined as;  

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓 = 𝑃𝑃[𝑔𝑔(𝑿𝑿) < 0] = ∫ 𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥(𝑿𝑿)𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)<0 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑              (2) 

where 𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥(𝑿𝑿) is the multivariable probability density 
function of X. Crude Monte Carlo simulation (CMCS) is 
used as an approximation technique to calculate the 
probability of failure. Having the probability of failure, 
reliability index can be calculated as; 

𝛽𝛽 = −Φ−1(𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓)                 (3) 

where 𝚽𝚽−𝟏𝟏(. ) is the inverse cumulative normal 
distribution function.  

Table 1. Distributions of random variables 

By comparing 𝛽𝛽 with target reliability index, 𝛽𝛽𝑡𝑡 = 4.3, 
the safety status of the designed structural detail can be 
checked. 

 Results and Conclusions 
Table 2 presents the reliability indices calculated for the 
different span lengths using distributions of Table 1 
(original simulation). It can be observed that for all span 

lengths, reliability indices are lower than the target 
reliability index of 4.3. However, these results are very 
sensitive to the choice of random variables distributions. 
Therefore, a sensitivity analysis is performed to study 
the effect of parameter’s uncertainty on the results. Two 
cases are defined for this purpose. For case 1, one of the 
load side random variables at each simulation is ignored. 
For case 2, the uncertainties of the load side random 
variables are not considered in the analysis, i.e. only the 
mean value is assigned to each parameter and not the 
scatter.  The changes in Reliability indices for each case 
are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Reliability index at the end of service-life 

The importance of accurate estimation of uncertain 
parameters are visible in Table 2, by comparing the 
results of the original simulation and case 2 simulation. 
By ignoring uncertainties on the load side parameters, 
Reliability index improves by 25%.  
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Random Variable Distribution Mean Standard 
Deviation 

DAF Lognormal 1 0.04 

B Normal 0.85 0.12 

t 0.8% annual increase of axle weights with 
5% scatter at end of service life 

Dcr Lognormal 1 0.3 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔10[(𝑎𝑎1),(𝑎𝑎2)] Normal 11.69, 15.02 0.18, 0.3 

 

Simulation 
case 

Reliability Index 
L=5 m L=20 m L=100 m 

Original 3.82 3.12 3.7 

Se
ns

iti
vi

ty
 A

na
ly

sis
 Case 1: 

(DAF) 3.87 3.18 3.77 

Case 1: 
(B) 3.78 2.93 3.62 

Case 1: 
(t) 4.31 3.61 4.21 

Case 2 4.81 4.12 4.75 
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Abstract 
The buckling design of single curved plates in pure shear is approached with standard rules used for flat 
plates. With the use of the critical-shear-buckling coefficient of a curved plate, its slenderness and failure load 
can be determined. 

Keywords: Slenderness Classification, Curved Plates, Shear, Buckling 

 

 Introduction 
Through the centuries, the design of bridges has evolved 
a lot. From using more efficient materials, to changing 
the purpose of it. A bridge is nowadays more than a 
structure that connects people over an obstacle. When a 
bridge has to be built in an urban area, either it has to be 
a landmark or it should blend away in the environment. 
The use of curved steel panels is one option to obtain 
these requirements. Examples of the implementation of 
these elements are a railway bridge in Zemst and a 
bicycle bridge in Bruges, both in Belgium (Figure 1). 

Due to a lack of knowledge about curved webs suitable 
for bridge design, the examples in Figure 1 ended up 
with a rather conservative design. However, research is 
done on the buckling behavior of such panels as isolated 
elements [1]. These investigations are done for 
aerospace engineering purposes and thus made use of 
very thin steel plates of only a few millimeters. Since 
bridges have to carry larger loads, the thicknesses of 
these plates increase up to several centimetres. The 
decreased plate slenderness influences the buckling 
behaviour of the plates, leading to (elastic-) plastic 

buckling. 

 Standards for flat plates 
The Eurocode [2] does not provide rules or formulas to 
determine the stability of a single flat plate, since it 
counts on the strength of the full girder. The American 
AISI standard [3] has a different approach, where it 
differentiates between slender, moderate and stocky 
plates. Eq. (1)-(3) give the boundaries between the 
slenderness groups.  

Stocky: ℎ/𝑡𝑡 ≤ �𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠/𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦 (1) 

Moderate: �𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠/𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦 < ℎ/𝑡𝑡 ≤ 1.51�𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠/𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦 (2) 

Slender: ℎ/𝑡𝑡 > 1.51�𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠/𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦 (3) 

The formulas depend on the slenderness ratio h/t which 
is the height of the plate divided by the plate thickness, 
the Young’s modulus E, the yield strength 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦 and the 
critical-shear-buckling coefficient 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠. Each slenderness 
type has its own buckling behaviour, which is either 

Figure 1. Railway bridge (Zemst), Bicycle bridge (Bruges)  
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plastic (thick), elastic (slender) or elastic-plastic 
(moderate) buckling.   

Each buckling type results in a different failure load. The 
AISI standard provides formulas (Eq. 4-6) to estimate the 
critical buckling load. The values depend on the same 
plate and material characteristics as of the slenderness 
boundaries. The force Vy is equal to the yield shear 
strength of a plate. 

Plastic: 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 = 𝑉𝑉𝑦𝑦  (4) 

Elastic-plastic: 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 = 0.60 𝑡𝑡2�𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦 (5) 

Elastic: 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 = 0.904 𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡3/ℎ (6) 

 Application to curved plates 
The formulas for flat plates in shear, proposed by the 
AISI code, can be modified towards curved plates by the 
critical-shear-buckling coefficient. In. [1], a relation 
between the coefficient and a curvature parameter Z 
(Eq. 7) was obtained. This factor depends on the 
circumferential length b of the plate, the curvature 
radius r, the thickness t and the Poisson factor µ. The 
relationship is verified by a numerical Linear Bifurcation 
Analysis and yields good results.  

𝑍𝑍 =  
𝑏𝑏2

𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 �1− 𝜇𝜇2 (7) 

Several numerical models are created where curved 
plates with changing curvature radii and changing plate 
thicknesses are considered in order to validate the rules 
for flat plates. Figure 2 illustrates the slenderness 

boundaries suggested by the AISI code for a large range 
of ks values. In the graph, also the buckling behavior 
according to the numerical models is plotted (black 
curves). Together with Table 1, it is visible that there is a 
good correlation between numerical results and both 
the suggested slenderness classification as well as the 
failure load. The table gives a calculation example for 
slender (Z 38), moderate (Z 118) and stocky (Z 546) 
plates with a thickness of 5 mm.  

Table 1: Failure loads of curved plates 

Z-factor 38 118 546 

V (AISI) [kN] 372.4 850.9 1286.3 

V (FEM) [kN] 327.5 842.5 1268.6 

% Diff 12% 1% 1.4% 
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Figure 2. Slenderness classification of curved panes by AISI standard. 
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Blok 61 & 63 Strijp-S in Eindhoven, the Netherlands 
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Abstract 
Blok 61 and Blok 63 are apartment buildings built in Strijp-S, which is one of the former industrial areas of 
Philips in Eindhoven. The structural challenges of these projects, built out of lime-sandstone walls and 
concrete floor slabs, might not be found in the structural principle. However, the structural detailing on the 
other hand, deserves the attention all the more because of the architect's need to bring to mind the old 
factories in the area. 

Keywords: Apartment building; pile foundation; lime-sandstone walls with concrete floors; gallery in 
courtyard; detail engineering; masonry support systems; steel balconies 
 

 Introduction 
In 2016/2017 two new buildings in one of the former 
industrial Philips areas, Strijp-S in Eindhoven, were built: 
Blok 61 and 63 Spoorzone Strijp-S. The construction was 
done by Stam + de Koning Bouw and the architectural 
designs were made by En-En Architecten (blok 61) and 
Pauwert Architectuur (blok 63).  

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. View of Blok 61 (red building in the back) and 
Blok 63 (building in the front) after the construction 

works were completed 
 

 

 

As a structural engineer for Aveco de Bondt, my job was 
to make sure the buildings would have a save and stable 
structure. With the architectural ambition of resembling 
the old factories, and the so called loft apartments made 
within, the details were an actual challenge from a 
structural point of view. 

In the next chapters, the structural principle of the 
buildings are discussed in a global overview, followed by 
a more precise view of the detail engineering. 

 Structure 
Both buildings were built with a comparable structure. 
The foundation is made of cast-in-place concrete beams 
on concrete piles. On top a seven levels high structure of 
lime-sandstone walls and concrete floors with pre-
tensioned prefabricated slabs is built. All the dwellings 
are placed in a U-shaped form with the opening located 
at the parking garage side. In the courtyard, a gallery 
made out of prefabricated concrete slabs and steel 
columns is found as an access system for the blocks. The 
stability of the blocks is formed by several walls in both 
directions of building. Blok 61 is equipped with 
prefabricated red concrete balconies where Blok 63 
finds itself with very elegant steel structured balconies 
at 80 centimetres above floor level. 
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Figure 2. Exterior of the galleries in Blok 61’s courtyard 
(photograph by BASE photography) 

 Details 
One of the most challenging structural details found in 
Blok 63, is the masonry support structure at the corners 
of the building. To resemble the old factories in the area, 
the architect designed a façade with several setbacks 
and details in the masonry. Because of the thermal 
expansion and shrinkage of brickwork exposed to the 
warmth of the sun, this masonry façade is dilated on 
both the 3rd and 5th floor. At the building’s corners, the 
setbacks of both façades intertwine and because of the 
wide cavity there is only a very small area available for 
the connection of the masonry support structure with 
the concrete floor. 

 

Figure 3. Photograph of the masonry support structure 
during the construction phase 

A steel structure of RHS beams and L-shaped angle 
sections is welded onto reinforcement bars in both X 
and Y directions, which are poured into the concrete 

floor. This resulted in a high reinforcement percentage in 
the floors. Moreover, the total thickness of the steel plus 
the deformation of the structure was limited to the 
thickness of the mortar joint. 

As said Blok 63’s balconies are placed 80 centimetres 
above floor level. To do so, a steel substructure was 
placed on the floor. The substructure had to be split in 
two construction phases, so the balcony would not 
intervene with the scaffolding during the construction. A 
steel tension bar was designed to carry the outranges of 
the balcony and connect it to the steel column between 
the floors. This tension bar is connected to a 30 mm 
thick strip which goes through the brickwork to connect 
eccentrically to the column. 
 

 
Figure 4. Drawing of the steel balcony substructure 

 Conclusion and discussion 
In these buildings is shown that good detail engineering 
makes a simple structure into a great building. 

A good structural engineer is able to design his details in 
a way they enrichen the building and simplify the 
construction process. 
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Finite element modelling of residual welding stresses in an orthotropic steel 
bridge component 
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Abstract 
The welding of steel members in bridge constructions introduces residual welding stresses in these structural 
parts. In an orthotropic steel bridge deck, longitudinal stiffeners are welded to the deck plate. The residual 
stresses introduced by welding a closed trapezoidal longitudinal stiffener to the deck plate are determined 
with finite element modelling. A thermo-mechanical analysis is set up for the simulation of the welding 
procedure and the residual stresses are determined. The finite element model is validated with experimental 
residual stress measurements with the incremental hole-drilling method and a good agreement is found. Only 
the transverse direction (perpendicular to the welding direction) is discussed. There are tensile yield stresses 
present on top of the deck plate and on the longitudinal stiffener in the region near the weld seam which 
diminish at a greater distance from the welding line. In between the welded webs of the stiffener, there are 
compressive residual stresses present. 

Keywords: Finite element modelling, welding simulation, residual welding stresses, orthotropic bridge deck 

 

 Introduction 
During the welding operations of bridge components, 
residual stresses are introduced due to local plastic 
deformation. The presence of residual stresses affect the 
final in-service performance of the weldment, such as 
fatigue and brittle fracture behaviour [1]. Tensile 
residual stresses, especially in the magnitude of the 
material’s yield stress are detrimental because they 
increase crack growth and prevent crack closure. On the 
other hand, compressive residual stresses increase the 
crack closure, thus decreasing the crack growth rate. To 
increase the accuracy of fatigue life prediction, it is 
essential to incorporate the effects of the residual 
welding stresses into the structural integrity and fatigue 
assessment [2].  

A three-dimensional finite element welding simulation is 
developed with the software Siemens NX. The welding 
process of a deck plate which is welded to a closed 
trapezoidal stiffener is simulated. A decoupled thermal-
mechanical analysis is performed. During the thermal 
analysis, the temperatures introduced by the passage of 
the welding torch are calculated for different time steps. 
This temperature field is used durduring the mechanical 
analysis to determine the residual welding stresses for 
the same time steps.  

 Geometry 
The dimensions of the longitudinal stiffener-to-deck 
plate weld of an existing orthotropic bridge deck plate is 
shown in Figure 1. This cross section is considered for 
the welding simulation with an assumed length of 250 
mm. 

 
Figure 1. Dimensions of weld connection (in mm) 

 Finite element model 
The stiffeners are welded to the deck plate with twin 
wire submerged arc welding and the deck is inverted to 
execute the welding operation. Tack welds are provided 
in the beginning and at the end to ensure the position of 
the stiffener on the deck plate and to provide distortion 
control of the stiffener. The welding process has to 
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result in a weld melt-through since the welding can only 
be executed from the outside. 

A decoupled thermal-mechanical analysis is performed 
with the software Siemens NX with solver SAMCEF. First 
a thermal analysis will be performed to calculate the 
temperature field introduced by the welding process. 
Subsequently a mechanical analysis is performed to 
determine the residual stresses [3]. 

3.1 Thermal analysis 

The temperature field is obtained by specifying the heat 
input based on the weld geometry parameters. The heat 
input distribution is used to model the welding torch 
with a certain advancing speed. The calculated 
temperatures for different time steps is shown in Figure 
2. 

 
Figure 2. Temperatures during the welding 

3.2 Mechanical analysis 

The temperatures from the thermal analysis are 
introduced as a time dependent load onto the model. 
The boundary conditions are given by the simulation of 
the tack welds and a rigid surface simulated with a series 
of springs. Additional constraints are also defined in 
order to improve convergence of the model. 

The residual stresses at the final time step, when the 
test piece is cooled down to environmental temperature 
after the welding, are of importance since these are the 
welding residual stresses that are present for the entire 
lifetime.  

The residual stresses on top of the deck plate for the 
transverse direction (perpendicular to the welding 
direction) will be discussed. A general overview of these 
residual stresses is given in Figure 3. 

There are tensile yield stresses present in the region 
near the weld seam which diminish at a greater distance 
from the welding line. The residual stress at the side of 
the test piece is close to zero while there is a 
compressive residual stress of about 45 MPa in the 
middle.  

The residual stress results are validated with 
experimental residual stress measurements on the 
orthotropic bridge deck with the incremental hole-
drilling method and a good agreement is found. 

Figure 3. Transverse residual stresses  

 Conclusions 
The residual welding stresses of the longitudinal 
stiffener-to-deck plate weld from an orthotropic bridge 
deck are determined. Tensile yield stresses are present 
which can have a negative impact on the fatigue life of 
the welded component. However, the size of the tensile 
zone is known exactly and it can be used for a detailed 
fatigue analysis. 
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Abstract 
This paper concerns the foundation replacement of a masonry building in Amsterdam. The redesign of a clinic 
building with accommodation for nurses to a university library with in addition a basement underneath the 
building asks for a foundation replacement. The concrete basement could be built, by lifting up the building 
structure by a temporary steel structure and jacks. The loads of the existing building and the additional future 
loads are lead to the ground by the new pile foundation via the concrete basement. The replacement of the 
foundation is designed in a top-down method, which is discussed in detail in this paper. 

Keywords: heritage building, masonry, foundation replacement, top-down construction, jacks  

 

 Introduction 
In order to keep using existing monumental buildings or 
change their use, it is often necessary to make some 
adjustments to the building structure. Adjustments are 
needed when the structure is not capable to bear the 
loads it is subjected to. In many cases this leads to a 
foundation repair or replacement. In the redesign, by 
MVSA architects, of this former clinic building to the new 
university library for the University of Amsterdam (UvA) 
a foundation replacement is needed due to the wish for 
a basement underneath the existing building.  

“Tweede Chirurgische kliniek met Zusterhuis” is a 
heritage building designed by architect F.W.M. 
Poggenbeek in Amsterdam, built between 1897 and 
1900. The building is constructed in several parts, 
making a triangular shape together, figure 1. The 
structure of the building is constructed mainly in 
masonry. Some floors and the foundation piles are in 
timber.  

Figure 1. Tweede Chirurgische Kliniek 

 Foundation replacement 
The foundation replacement is designed in a ‘top-down’ 
method, which means that the floor at ground level will 
be constructed first after the new foundation piles are 
drilled and the existing building is lifted up by a 
temporary steel structure. The basement floor is 
constructed afterwards with the basement walls in the 
end. The reason for this method is the complexity of the 
location. The construction of a basement needs a sealed 
and stable construction pit. Since the structure above 
ground level is already there, the application of 
horizontal struts inside the construction pit is not 
possible. Ground anchors outside the pit would be 
extremely complex due to the high density of the 
location. The ‘top-down’ method makes is possible to 
support the retaining walls by the new concrete floor at 
ground level, which is constructed before the excavation 
for the basement starts.  

2.1 Construction phases 

The foundation replacement is done in several phases, 
which are presented here. The process starts when all 
non-bearing elements in the building are demolished 
and all damaged loadbearing elements are repaired. In 
order to retain the stability of the existing structure this 
process has to be done in parts in six sequences, 
described below and in figure 2:  

(1) The replacement starts with demolishing the existing 
floor at ground level, removing rubble and adding a layer 
of clean and compact sand. 
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Figure 2. Foundation replacement in phases 

(2) The new foundation piles are drilled in segments, 
which are welded to one and other. These steel pipe 
piles are provided with steel plates at the position of the 
two new concrete floors. The new piles are drilled at 
both sides of the existing masonry walls, keeping the 
distance in between the existing and new foundation at 
a minimum of 500 mm, this equals a c.t.c. distance of 1 
m.  

The piles should be calculated as columns too. In 
construction phase after excavation, the foundation 
piles are not supported by soil over the full length. The 
calculation of the piles as columns is normative for the 
choice of the steel pipes and results in large diameters. 
The buckling length of the ‘columns’ depends on the 
stiffness of the upper soil layers and the level of the steel 
beams in the holes of the masonry walls.  

(3) Holes for the temporary supports are drilled in the 
masonry walls above ground level. The number of holes 
and steel beams per wall depends on the loads in the 
wall. 

(4) Steel beams are placed in the holes and connected to 
the piles, either directly or via other steel beams parallel 
to the wall. The space between the steel beam and the 
masonry is filled by mortar and jacks are placed here to 
lift up the building part and put the temporary structure 
under tension after the mortar has hardened. 

The maximum load just above ground level equals 340 
kN/m (ULS) in this (construction) phase in 350 mm thick 
walls. The intention is not to exceed 2,0 N/mm2 
compressive stress in the plane where the steel beam 
and the masonry meet, since the masonry is of low 
quality. A higher stress will only be allowed when 
destructive tests prove the masonry is of higher quality. 
These tests will be executed shortly. This means that for 
each support the width of the stress plane should not be 
less than (1): 

 𝑏𝑏 = 𝐹𝐹
𝜎𝜎∗𝑑𝑑

= 340000
2,00∗350

= 486𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.   (1) 
 
So for the walls with the highest loads a hole should be 
made with diameter of 500mm every metre. The 
stresses in the steel beams are not normative for the 
choice of the steel profile, the stress in the masonry is 
normative in the plane where the masonry meets the 
steel beam. The profile should have a certain width in 
order to keep the stress in the masonry low. 

(5) After the loads are lead to the new foundation piles, 
excavation is done and the existing foundation is 
demolished to the depth of the underside of the new 
concrete floor at ground level. This floor is constructed 
including openings in it, through which concrete will be 
poured for the walls. Now the excavation is done 
underneath the new floor to the maximum depth 
needed. Since the maximum excavation depth is lower 
than the groundwater level, the sheet pile walls should 
be in place already and supported by the concrete floor. 
Meanwhile, the dewatering of the construction pit 
should have started. 

(6) The basement floor is constructed. The foundation 
piles are supported by both concrete floors now, what 
positively influences the buckling length of the 
‘columns’. After the basement floor, the walls are 
constructed by pouring concrete through the openings 
present in the floor at ground level. When the concrete 
walls have hardened the jacks can be removed and the 
existing structure is supported by the new foundation 
via the basement walls and the basement floor. The 
temporary steel structure is removed as well as the parts 
of the piles above the basement floor.  

 Conclusions 
The foundation replacement for the new university 
library in Amsterdam is discussed in detail. The ‘top-
down’ method made many things possible in this 
complex project. It should be mentioned that foundation 
replacement of heritage buildings is a complex process, 
different for each building and its location. However it is 
an important solution for preserving our heritage 
buildings and giving old buildings a new use. 
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Abstract 
Although tensegrity structures are very unlikely to reach the same structural performances as trusses, they 
offer new architectural opportunities and deployment abilities which in turns justify the large interest of the 
scientific community for the last decades. However, nowadays only a few real construction projects have been 
built across the world. The main reasons of this reluctance in engineering practice are certainly the complex 
construction processes and the lack of design guidelines. This article focuses on the design of a uniformly 
loaded tensegrity footbridge which shows promising performances thanks to the use of the morphological 
indicators optimization method.  

Keywords: tensegrity, bridge, design, feasibility, optimization, mass, volume, stiffness, pre-stress, 
morphological indicators 

 

 Introduction 
Tensegrity structures (Figure 1) are pin-jointed 
assemblies of elements only subjected to compression 
or tension but differ from trusses for a few reasons: 

• Large displacements occur under external loads 
due to their geometrically non-linear behaviour, unless 
adequate pre-stress is applied. 
• A stable self-equilibrated state can be reached in 
such way that the struts in compression seem to “float” 
inside a net of cables in tension [1]. 

Figure 1. Case study – Tensegrity footbridge 

An optimization algorithm is necessary to limit the waste 
of materials due to pre-stress. However, the search for 
the best structural performances is uneasy due to the 
large amount of parameters that characterize a 
structure. The morphological indicators method [2] 

allows to reduce this amount by grouping the 
parameters into dimensionless numbers. 

 Morphological Indicators Method  
It was shown [2] that for any 3D non-linear pre-stressed 
lattice structure, the structural performances depend 
only on 10 dimensionless parameters, described in 
section 3. 
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 Application to tensegrity footbridge 
For a bridge of span 𝐿𝐿 = 100𝑚𝑚 subjected to a total 
external load 𝐹𝐹 and its self-weight (Figure 2), what are 
the height 𝐻𝐻 and the number of modules 𝑆𝑆 which 
minimize the volume 𝑉𝑉 of material?  And is the related 
deflection 𝛿𝛿 allowable? 

For this practical example, one considers the following 
assumptions. The width 𝐷𝐷 is proportional to 𝐻𝐻. The 
structure is composed of struts subjected to buckling, 
and of longitudinal and transversal cables, respectively  
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Figure 2. Structural model (S=4 modules) 

Figure 3.  𝜎𝜎𝑉𝑉
𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿

= 𝑓𝑓 �𝑆𝑆, 𝐿𝐿
𝐻𝐻

,𝛹𝛹 = 50� 

Figure 4. 𝐿𝐿
𝛿𝛿

= 𝑓𝑓 �𝑆𝑆, 𝐿𝐿
𝐻𝐻

,𝛹𝛹 = 50� 

having the same dimensions 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠, 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐,𝑙𝑙, 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 determined by 
the most stressed elements. Struts and cables are made 
out of S355 steel with Young modulus 𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 = 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 =
210 𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎, design strength 𝜎𝜎 = 𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐 = 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠 = 355/1,5 =
237 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎, and specific weight 𝜌𝜌 = 𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐 = 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 =
77 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚3. The axial pre-stress forces 𝑃𝑃� are obtained by 
mechanically elongating each strut equivalently until no 
cable ever slacks. Eventually, the indicator of buckling Ψ 
is defined as Ψ ≝ 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠𝐿𝐿 �𝑞𝑞𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠𝐹𝐹⁄  where form factor 𝑞𝑞 is 
supposed to be equal for all struts of inertia 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 such that 
𝑞𝑞 ≝ 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠2⁄ . The optimization of the structural 
performances (𝜎𝜎𝑉𝑉 𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿⁄ , 𝐿𝐿 𝛿𝛿⁄ ) now only depend on 3 
dimensionless parameters (𝑆𝑆, 𝐿𝐿 𝐻𝐻⁄ , Ψ). 

In all the practical situations where the indicator of 
buckling is Ψ = 50, one could consider the one where 
the total load is 𝐹𝐹 = 1000𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 and struts are hollow 

tubes of ratio thickness/diameter=0,04 (𝑞𝑞 = 1). Figures 
3 and 4 show that two different geometries (𝑆𝑆 =
3, 𝐿𝐿/𝐻𝐻 = 6 and 𝑆𝑆 = 4, 𝐿𝐿/𝐻𝐻 = 7) minimize the volume of 
material 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 = 71𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿/𝜎𝜎 = 30𝑚𝑚3 while ensuring rather 
similar and high stiffness 𝐿𝐿/𝛿𝛿 ≅ 700. Their weight is 
𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 = 2310𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 2,3𝐹𝐹. For the structure 𝑆𝑆 = 4 
modules and 𝐿𝐿/𝐻𝐻 = 7, it corresponds to struts of 
diameter 730mm and thickness 28mm and to 
longitudinal and transversal cables of diameter 167mm 
and 135mm respectively. 

 

Figure 5. 𝜎𝜎𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿

= 𝑓𝑓 �𝑆𝑆, 𝐿𝐿
𝐻𝐻𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

,𝛹𝛹� 

Figure 5, called “efficiency curve”, gives the minimum 
volume of material for any value of the total load 𝐹𝐹 and 
form factor 𝑞𝑞. It shows that the geometries 𝑆𝑆 = 3 or 4 
modules (respectively when Ψ ≤ 50 or Ψ ≥ 50) are 
always best in terms of material cost and that structures 
related to Ψ ≥ 100 are always very inefficient 𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 >
5𝐹𝐹. 

Conclusion 
Although engineering practice is reluctant to tensegrity 
structures, it is here shown, thanks to the morphological 
indicators, that this architectural solution is feasible. A 
bridge of 100m weighing 235tons could be able to carry 
1ton/m while showing an unexpectedly low deflection of 
14cm (𝐿𝐿/δ = 700). Authors now intend to go on 
investigating tensegrity structures for footbridges, in 
particular the way to optimize the pre-stress scenario in 
order to reduce their weight.  
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Abstract 
Demountable connectors have been rarely applied in steel-FRP hybrid structures due to the lack of research, 
which could prove their reliable structural performance. In typical applications, e.g. in multi-girder hybrid 
decks, the connectors are not only subjected to longitudinal shear forces, but also to substantial tensile forces 
originated from the uneven load distribution between the girders. Therefore, the aim of this study is to 
investigate the feasibility of three types of bolted connectors in steel-FRP hybrid structures by examining their 
shear and tensile resistance. To that end, push-out and pull-out tests were conducted to determine 
respectively, the shear and tensile strengths of the connectors. The suitability of the connectors in typical 
multi-girder hybrid steel-FRP deck applications is concluded from the test results. 

Keywords: Bolted connectors, circular economy, steel-FRP hybrid structure, pull-out test, push-out test. 

 

 Introduction 
Hybrid bridges consist of Fibre-Reinforced Polymer (FRP) 
pultruded or sandwich panels mounted on the top of 
longitudinal steel girders with the help of fasteners 
and/or an adhesive connection. Steel-FRP hybrid 
structures represent an excellent option for the 
renovation of bridges, where the original deck structure 
is deteriorated, while the main load carrying members 
are in good condition. Application of FRP decks – due to 
the high strength-to-weight ratio of the material - 
enables fast installation with minimum traffic hindrance 
and minimum additional weight that is imposed on the 
existing structure. The success of designing competitive 
hybrid steel-FRP structures heavily depends on the 
structural performance of the deck-to-girder connection. 

 There has been extensive research on adhesive [1] and 
grouted shear stud connection [2] between the steel 
beam and the FRP deck, but bolted connection was 
rarely examined due to the localised load transfer. 
Additionally, demountable connectors promote reuse of 
the steel girders and FRP deck at a later stage, 
stimulating a circular economy. This study focuses on 
three types of demountable, bolted deck-to-girder 
connections. 

 

Figure 1. Push-out (left) and pull-out (right) tests 

 Experimental program 

2.1 Connector types 

Three types of mechanical connectors were applied in 
the test specimens: two kinds of blind bolts (namely Ajax 
and Lindapter Hollo-Bolt) and a novel, hybrid joining 
technology. The key feature of Ajax system is the 
foldable washer, which enables installation from under 
the FRP deck through predrilled holes. The primary 
component of the Lindapter system is the expandable 
sleeve, which opens up during tightening of the bolt. The 
third connection type, referred to as ‘Injected shear 
connection’ hereinafter, comprises an embedded bolt 
and coupler located in the middle of a cylindrical hole in 
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the sandwich panel and an outer bolt, which connects 
the embedded components to the top flange of the steel 
beam. The hole of the deck is filled with small steel balls 
and injected with polymer resin after the installation of 
the mechanical connectors, thus providing large 
tolerances for execution but zero clearance. 

2.2 Push-out and pull-out test set-ups 

The specimens consisted of two vacuum infused 
sandwich panels with integrated webs, which were 
connected to HEB260 steel profile by two shear 
connectors on each side (Figure 1). In total, 8 push-out 
tests were performed following the recommendations of 
Annex B of Eurocode 4. The slip between the steel beam 
and deck elements were measured by 4 vertical LVDTs 
next to connectors, while the force of the hydraulic jack 
was continuously recorded. 

The pull-out test specimens composed of a square 
sandwich panel, in the middle of which a mechanical 
connector was inserted, connecting the top facing of the 
panel to a steel inlet plate of the set-up (Figure 1). The 
bolt was pulled by a hydraulic jack, while the panel was 
hold down with a hollow section profile. All in all, 9 tests 
were conducted, the force and the stroke of the jack was 
recorded. 

 Discussion 

3.1 Results of push-out tests 

The specimens with blind bolted connectors failed by 
bearing damage of the FRP together with bolt yielding. 
Typical damage pattern of Ajax connector is shown in 
Figure 2. 

Table 1. Average resistances (per connector) 

Type of 
connection 

Shear resistance 
[kN] 

Tensile resistance 
[kN] 

Ajax 207,4 58,7 (95,7) 

Lindapter 164,3 42,6 (61,3) 

Injected 120,0 69,3 (88,3) 

The Ajax shear connector proved demountablity, 
although it is impossible to mount it again in second life 
cycle. The Lindapter connector was not found to be 
demountable due to the extensive bending of the bolt. 
The bolt shear failure governed the ultimate resistance 
of SRR injected connectors. However, the sandwich 
panel and the injection piece were not damaged, 
therefore reuse of the panel in second life cycle is 
possible. The average shear resistance of the connectors 

shown in Table 1 differ considerably, although in each 
specimen M20 bolts of grade 8.8 were used. The reason 
is the larger shear area in case of Ajax and Lindapter 
connectors due to the additional sleeves around the 
bolt. 

3.2 Results of pull-out tests 

Delamination of FRP was the dominant failure mode in 
the specimens with blind bolted connectors (Figure 2). 
Values in Table 1 show peak load before delamination 
which is followed by sudden 20-30% drop of force. The 
Ajax and Lindapter showed force recovery after 
delamination resulting in ultimate resistances (values in 
parentheses) at approx. 20 and 30 mm axial 
displacement respectively. Failure mode of the injected 
connector was by deboning at interface between SRR 
and embedded connector without delamination 
resulting in very good resistance to ”first crack” of this 
connector compared to the other two. 

  
Figure 2. Typical failure pattern of Ajax connector in 

push-out (left) and pull-out (right) tests 

 Conclusions 
Experiments on three types of bolted connections for 
steel-FRP hybrid structures show variability of shear and 
tensile resistance in range of 30-40%. This implies 
feasibility of all examined connectors depending on 
application and prevailing criteria. Advantages per type 
are: shear resistance for Ajax, easy installation for 
Lindapter and tensile resistance, full interaction and 
demountability for injected connector.  
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Abstract 
The closed rib with trapezoidal section is broadly adopted all over the world. However, when applying higher 
and more slender ribs, the tire load which is eccentric from the axis of the rib causes rib distortions. At the rib-
to-crossbeam joint, the rib distortion is impeded by the crossbeam which creates high stress concentrations at 
the web of the rib leading to fatigue damage. In this paper, the influence of 4 conventional design parameters 
on distortional behavior is investigated. A refined finite element model of an orthotropic steel deck specimen 
is built. Research results indicate that the distortional stress rises with the increment of the spacing of 
crossbeam or the weld length of rib-to-crossbeam joint. The thickness of rib is negatively correlated with the 
distortional stress. The influence of the spacing of rib on distortional stress depends on the relative size 
between the width of load area and the spacing of rib.  

Keywords: Steel bridge; Orthotropic steel deck; Rib distortion; Numerical simulation 

 

 Introduction 
The orthotropic steel deck is widely adopted in the world 
especially in long-span bridges. Nevertheless, due to the 
complex structure and the existence of numerous welds, 
fatigue damage caused by stress concentrations is the 
primary problem required to be concerned. With 
reference to previous research, there are four positions 
where fatigue cracks typically appear: rib-to-deck joint, 
splice joint of the longitudinal rib, deck plate at the 
position of crossbeam and rib-to-crossbeam joint. This 
paper focuses on the rib-to-crossbeam joint.  

The tire load which is eccentric from the axis of rib 
causes rib distortions. Rib distortions are impeded by the 
crossbeam at the rib-to-crossbeam joint, which creates 
high stress concentrations at the web of the rib leading 
to fatigue damage. This paper presents the influence of 
several classical design parameters on the distortional 
behaviour. The finite element model of an orthotropic 
steel deck specimen was developed adopting the hot 
spot stress approach and the sub-model analysis. The 
influence of the considered parameters was calculated 
and analysed by getting influence lines of different 
parameters. 

 Parametric analyses 

2.1 Finite element model 

The parametric analyses are performed by ANSYS. 
Initially, a standard orthotropic steel deck is designed, 
which is composed of 6 ribs, 3 crossbeams and 2 main 
girders. The dimensions of the longitudinal ribs are 300 
mm high, 300 mm wide at the top and 125 mm wide at 
the lower soffit. Based on the geometries of the base 
design, a global model was first built using shell element 
with relatively coarse mesh, as shown in Figure 1. Then, 
a sub-model was developed using solid element with the 
same parameters as the global model. The sub-model 
was composed of segmental deck, crossbeam, rib and 
relevant welds. The position of the sub-model is at the 
intersection of the third rib and the middle crossbeam 
(Figure 1).The numerical simulation is based on linear 
elastic properties of the material. Meanwhile, the linear 
extrapolation method is adopted for the structural hot 
spot stress. The boundary conditions of the global model 
are based on the real support conditions of the 
orthotropic steel deck specimen. As for the sub-model, it 
comes from the calculation result of the corresponding 
global model. Displacements and rotations of nodes 
along the cutting boundary between two models are 
places on the sub-model as external loads. The unit 
pressure of 1 MPa is adopted with the load area of 
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100×100 mm and a load of 10kN. The loading path is at 
the central line between rib 2 and rib 3 (Figure 1). The 
interval distance between two loading points is 200 mm. 

Figure 1. FEA model and load path 

2.2 Results and discussion 

In total 4 conventional design parameters are 
considered, namely the thickness of rib, the transversal 
spacing of rib, the weld length of rib-to-crossbeam joint 
and the longitudinal spacing of crossbeam. Based on the 
standard design, only one parameter will change each 
time. Due to the limitation of pages, only the influence 
lines of different weld lengths of rib-to-crossbeam joint 
is presented (Figure 2). Rest results are presented in 
reference 1.  

 
Figure 2. Influence lines of weld length of rib-to-

crossbeam joint 

On both the tension side and the compression side, the 
maximum distortional stress increases while the weld 
length of rib-to-crossbeam joint increases. The most 
unfavorable load position is not affected by this 
parameter which is about 1600 mm away from the 
middle crossbeam. 

 Static load experiment 
The corresponding experiments of the parametric 
analysis were performed recently, as shown in Figure 3. 
The tested specimen has the same geometries with the 
standard design in part 1. The weld length of rib-to-
crossbeam joint varies from 127 mm to 252 mm. 
Experiment results are in processing.  

 
Figure 3. Static load experiment 

 Conclusions 
Among these 4 parameters, the spacing of crossbeam 
and the weld length of rib-to- crossbeam joint have 
positive correlations with the distortional stress. The rib 
thickness has a negative correlation with the distortional 
stress. The influence of the rib spacing on distortional 
stress depends on the relative size between the width of 
load area and the rib spacing which requires further 
research. The most unfavourable load position of 
distortional stress is determined by the geometries of 
ribs, whereas rest three considered parameters of this 
paper do not show obvious influence. Possible 
alternatives to reduce the distortional behaviour and 
simplified calculation method of distortional stress will 
be the main objective for further research. 
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Abstract 
The design of new and reassessment of existing quay walls is subject to large uncertainties, for example, in 
soil parameters or the state of structural elements. The way uncertainties are addressed by, for example, 
using more or less optimistic or conservative estimates, has a large impact on the economic feasibility of 
projects and on the reliability ultimately obtained. Test loading of quay walls assisted by monitoring the 
structural response can help to significantly reduce uncertainty. Bayesian updating can be used as a method 
to reduce uncertainties and to more effectively use obtained measurement data. A case study of an existing 
quay structure along with fictitious measurement data to demonstrate the potential effects on the reliability 
of the structure is presented. Compared to the provided measurement data, the updated model is a more 
realistic model and thus provides a more accurate reliability assessment. 

Keywords: Quay walls, Test loading, Bayesian updating, Reliability assessment. 

 

 Introduction 
During the lifetime of quay walls it is likely that a 
reassessment of the reliability of the quay is required. 
Examples are when it is desired to allow for bigger ships 
to moor alongside the quay or increase the amount of 
stored materials on the quay. Both cases result in more 
loads to be taken by the quay wall. This requires the 
reassessment of the reliability of the quay wall. It is 
however difficult to prove a quay to be sufficiently safe 
under these changed conditions. If the desire arises to 
increase the draught for ships in front of the quay, often 
the result of the reassessment is that the quay will not 
be safe enough. Thus the quay needs to be reinforced 
and sometimes completely replaced. While quays are 
commonly designed for a lifetime of at least 50 years, 
experience [1] has shown that the functional lifetime of 
quays constructed on the Maasvlakte in the Port of 
Rotterdam is limited 20-30 years.  

The main problem in determining the reliability of quay 
structures is the uncertainties in the prediction. These 
uncertainties are, for example: the state of the 
structure. A quay wall is for the most part submerged 
and embedded in the subsoil, which makes it difficult to 
inspect the structure. Next to the uncertainty in the 
structure itself, there is in many cases a large 
uncertainty in the behaviour of the soil. The large 
uncertainties lead to estimates of the soil- and structural 
parameters. A risk inherent to these estimates is that a 
too conservative approach is used.  

This in turn leads to expensive reinforcement measures 
or an entire replacement of the quay. Due to these 
conservative estimates it might be possible that these 
measures are not necessary. However, it is also possible 
that a too optimistic approach is adopted and thus the 
reliability of the quay is over estimated. Proving that an 
approach is too optimistic, too conservative or realistic is 
however not yet possible. To summarize, there is a need 
for a method which can more accurately predict the 
actual strength of a quay wall.  

 Test loading 
The proposed method uses Bayesian updating in 
combination with performance information, such as the 
structural response to loading, in the assessment of 
existing structures. Bayesian updating is a probabilistic 
method, based on the Theorem of Bayes [2], which uses 
‘information’ to update a prediction. The information 
can in principle be any kind of data, for use on quay 
structures for example deformations or stresses are 
suitable. So for example, one can make a prediction of 
the deformation of a quay structure. If also performance 
information, i.e. the measured displacement of the 
quay, under a certain load is known, the prediction can 
be updated resulting in a more accurate and realistic 
prediction of the displacement of the quay. The 
following research question is answered in this paper: 
How to use Bayesian updating to improve the prediction 
of the failure probability of a quay wall? 

The proposed method consists of four following steps: 
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1. Prior prediction of the reliability of the structure 
2. Obtain structural response to loading 
3. Perform Bayesian update 
4. Posterior prediction of the reliability of the structure. 
The first step is to make a prediction of the reliability of 
the structure, which is similar to the normal procedure 
of evaluating the reliability of the structure. The second 
step is to obtain performance information. One way to 
obtain this information is to perform a test loading on an 
existing structure. A possible method is to place a 
surcharge load on the top of the quay, consisting for 
example of shipping containers. The structural response 
of the quay to this loading then needs to be continuously 
monitored. Third step is to perform a Bayesian update. 
In this update a set of updated stochastic parameters is 
determined. This updated set is the most likely 
combination given the input parameters of the prior 
prediction and the measured structural response. Based 
on the updated set of parameters the updated 
prediction can be made.  

 
Figure 1. Case study result of Bayesian update  

To demonstrate the potential of the method, Bayesian 
updating is performed on an existing quay structure 
located on the Maasvlakte in the port of Rotterdam. A 
prediction of the displacement is made, which is 
updated based on fictitious measurement data. This 
paper is based on the research and results in [3]. Here 
only a single result is presented. In the case study a 
probabilistic Finite Element Model (FEM) is used to 
predict the initial displacement of the quay. A fictitious 
normally distributed measurement with a certain 
measurement inaccuracy is defined. In Figure 1 the 
result is presented. The following three distributions are 
obtained: 
• Prediction:    N (60;11) 
• Measured displacement  N (45;5,0) 
• Updated prediction   N (47;5,3) 
Figure 1 shows the benefit of performing a Bayesian 
update. The updated prediction is much more accurate, 
i.e. less standard deviation. To further illustrate the 

effect of the update the probability is calculated that the 
displacement exceeds 90 mm. In the prior case this 
results in reliability index of β=1,49 while in the updated 
case this results in β=3,12. In Figure  the best case 
scenario is presented, the measured displacement is 
lower than initially predicted. However, also in the case 
that the measurement is equal to or larger than the 
prediction a positive result is found. As the resulting 
model will be more accurate, the need for reinforcement 
or replacement can be proven. Secondly the effect of 
reinforcement measures can be evaluated better. 

 Conclusion 
Based on the case study it is concluded that using 
Bayesian updating in combination with the structural 
response of the quay structure a significant 
improvement to the accuracy of the model is obtained. 
The updated prediction is more realistic, as it is related 
to the measured structural response, and has a 
significantly lower standard deviation. While in many 
cases the prediction is depended on a large number of 
variables and thus fitting the prediction to measured 
data can be a lengthy process. Bayesian updating results 
in the most likely combination of the stochastic input 
parameters. As this combination is most likely to occur, 
it is known when a too conservative or too optimistic 
parameter is used in the prediction. Thus, a more 
realistic and accurate prediction of the behaviour of the 
existing structure is obtained.  

 Discussion 
The presented results in this paper are based on a case 
study with fictitious measurement data. The method 
needs further research with real measured data, for 
example measured displacements or strains from a 
known load situation. Furthermore, research is required 
in how to perform a test loading and to obtain the 
structural performance in an economically attractive 
manner.  
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Ingelmunster – Connecting the village 

Bart Bols 
Ney & Partners, Brussels, Belgium 
 
Contact: bart.bols@ney.partners 
 
Abstract 
The new bridge in Ingelmunster crosses the Mandel river and the Channel Roeselare-Leie with slender arches. 

Keywords: steel-concrete bridge; arch; construction stages; design. 

 

 Introduction 
The centre of Ingelmunster is divided by the Mandel 
river and the channel Leie-Roeselare: the railway 
station and the main square are situated on the bank 
across each other. This natural and manmade barrier, is 
reinforced by the presence of the Ingelmunster Castle 
and a natural reserve of the Mandel Valley. A master 
plan (Figure 1) for the renovation of the centre of 
Ingelmunster was made to unify both banks, both 
public spaces.  

 
Figure 1. Master plan of public space Ingelmunster 

It proposes a unified public space, ' a platform', that 
starts in one part of the village, spans the valley and 
lands in the other half. The heart of this plan is the 
implementation of a new village bridge, which is 
unifying the public space of the village centre, restoring 
the view of the valley with both watercourses and 
giving back room to the nature underneath. Being too 
narrow and low for transport and in bad shape, the 
existing bridge over the channel had to be replaced. 
This was also taken as the opportunity to amplify the 
clearance on the channel, making bigger transport with 
ships up to 3000 tons possible in the future. 

 Structural design 
Ney & Partners designed in collaboration with 360 
Architecten and Bureau Bas Smets an open steel-
concrete arch bridge with multiple spans. The bridge 
has a total length of 286 m and a main span of 110 m. 

To create a platform, the supporting structure is placed 
underneath a concrete deck, forming a composite 
structure. Two parallel steel box girders form a 
sequence of arches (21m-67m-110m-67m-21m) with a 
tension chord connecting them (Figure 2, Figure 3). 
Filling the space between arches and tension chord with 
a diagonal lattice, in the zones above the supports, 
makes the very low arch, span-to-rise ratio equals (110-
10) 11, less vulnerable for buckling. The tension chord 
will equilibrate a part of the bigger thrust forces as a 
result of the low arch. 

 
Figure 2. Artist impression of the Ingelmunster bridge 

In transverse direction the two parallel girders are 
inclined outwards. This makes it possible to widen the 
created platform and open it from a width of 13m at 
the abutments to 19m in the centre of the bridge. 

mailto:bart.bols@
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To provide maximum transparency and light to the 
nature and public spaces underneath the bridge a 
central opening was created and filled in with a 
tensioned grid. The transvers stability is provided by the 
inclination, combined with the torsional stiffness of the 
composite steel-concrete bridge deck. 

The structure is efficient and light and creates 
maximum transparency in the landscape. The arches lift 
up literally the public space – road, bicycle and foot 
paths – above the Mandel and channel. The 
materialization is in line with the already refurbished 
market square and landscaped car park, and will be 
repeated for the station square. The abutments of the 
bridge are covered with masonry, so the new bridge 
integrates itself in the village context. With slopes of 
maximum 4% and separated bike lanes, the new bridge 
is easy accessible for cyclists. A staircase connects the 
bridge with the square under the bridge and the 
residential area between the river and the channel. 

 Construction design 

3.1 Concreting in stages 

The construction and assembling of the steel girders 
follows the standard procedures. Whereas for the 
concrete deck a pouring sequence was established and 
temporary bearings are used.  

In Ingelmunster the presence of a big clay layer and 
thus limited horizontal stiffness of the foundations 
called for a reduction of the thrust forces. We achieved 
this by keeping one side on temporary sliding bearings 
untill completion of the bridge deck. Only on axis P3 de 
final spherical bearings were installed immediately. A 
horizontal displacement of 20cm was expected on axis 
P5 during construction. 

Due to the structural behaviour of the bridge and the 
dependence on the pouring sequence, high forces in 
the bridge deck, mainly tension forces, could occur. 
Therefore the pouring sequence was split in 4 stages: 
starting on the rigid V-shaped zones, followed by filling 
in the gaps, leaving the two stages for the deck of the 

central span (Figure 3). Hence tension in the deck was 
reduced to a minimum during the construction stages.  

3.2 Precambering steel structure 

Because of the elaborated pouring sequence and the 
temporary sliding bearings, a large deformation during 
construction of the central span was expected and thus 
precambering the steel girder was also al challenge. A 
final precamber of 80cm on the central span was used. 
The evolution in precamber is monitored during 
construction to check and identify any abnormality. 

3.3 Self-supported formwork 

To be able to cope with the large deformations due to 
the additional dead weight of concrete and formwork 
and the pouring sequence, only a solution using a self-
supported hanging formwork was possible. For the 
bridge in Ingelmunster a special self-supported 
formwork was designed. The formwork is suspended on 
the steel box girders (Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4. Self-supported formwork stage 1&2 

 Conclusions 
The new Center Bridge in Ingelmunster will be 
completed this year and is a result of a thorough design 
calculation and a close contact with the contractor and 
the form work specialist. 

 

 

Figure 3. Elevation and construction sequence of concrete bridge deck 
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Execution of Woestijnebrug, Aalter 

Ir Lies Scheerlinck 
Jan De Nul, Aalst, Belgium 
Contact: lies.scheerlinck@jandenul.com  
 

Abstract  
Woestijne Bridge Aalter is a prestressed single-cell box girder structure that is executed by incremental 
launching. 

Keywords: post-tensioning, bridge, concrete, incremental launching 

 

 Introduction  
The Woestijnebrug has to connect the industry zone to 
the main roads in Aalter. The design of the bridge is done 
by EBS. The execution and design of temporary works is 
done by Jan De Nul.  

The bridge is a prestressed single-cell box girder 
structure with a total length of 126m, and a very slender 
section. It consists of 3 definitive spans. The bridge was 
built using incremental launching. It was divided in 5 
segments cast in situ on a temporary casting yard. During 
execution, 2 temporary piers were added: Temporary 
Pier 1 and Temporary Pier 2. The casting yard was 
positioned at the North side of the bridge (Figure 1). 

One of the challenges in this project was to design the 
temporary structures and launching equipment to meet 
the demands set during global design of the bridge. 

 Execution  

2.1 Incremental launching 

The launching itself is done by MK4. The temporary steel 
structures are designed by MK4 and reviewed by Jan De 
Nul. The attachment of the temporary steel structures to 
the concrete and the temporary concrete structures are 
designed by Jan De Nul. In the following, the design and 
requirements of some components are explained. 

2.1.1 Casting Yard  

On the casting yard (Figure 2), the different segments 
had to be cast. The yard has an inclination equal to the 
inclination of the bridge at the position of the North 
abutment. Steel formwork was used. Before launching, 
different parts of the steel formwork could be moved so 
the segment was only supported on its launching lanes. 

 
Figure 2. Casting yard 

The main interest was to minimize the differential 
settlements from the casting yard and to minimize the 
rotation angle with the North abutment. Also extra loads 
on the North abutment should be avoided. So the casting 
yard was cast directly against the North abutment with 
contact zones so temporary horizontal loads could be 
transferred from the abutment to the casting yard, but 
without the transfer of any vertical loads. The yard has a 
pile foundation to minimize settlements. The most 
important loads onto the casting yard were the 
permanent loads of the steel formwork, the concrete 

Figure 1. Longitudinal section of Woestijne Bridge 
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from the cast section, splitting forces during casting, 
friction forces during launching, wind loads and the 
reaction force during launching.  

2.1.2 Launching 

During launching, the launching force is exerted onto the 
back-pusher by an auxiliary jack. The reaction force is 
transferred by the pushing beam to the casting yard 
through the contact zones between North abutment and 
casting yard.  

2.1.3 Guiding 

On all the piers and the abutments lateral guides are 
installed (Figure 3). During launching, a surveyor is 
checking in real time the launching path. When the 
bridge deviates horizontally from its path, the lateral 
guides are set in motion. These lateral guides push the 
bridge back onto its theoretical launching path by using 
jacks. Because there was no room left for the lateral 
guides on the definitive piers, an extra temporary steel 
structure was placed onto the definitive foundation slabs 
of the piers.  

 
Figure 3.Pier North 

2.1.4 Piers 

During launching, the vertical reactions at the piers and 
abutments are measured with load cells in the tailor 
made sliding bearings and with auxiliary jacks. When 
using auxiliary jacks, it is of importance that there is a 
minimal lift otherwise the results are not accurate 
because of the high stiffness of the box bridge. 

If settlements are more than the allowed differential 
movement (which was between 5mm and 20mm 
depending on the pier) between two adjacent bridge 
supports, the effect on the internal forces is too high. 

Therefore the piers were designed with minimum 
settlement. To minimise the risks, shim plates were 
ready to insert at the bridge supports to level up the 
bearings.  

2.1.5 Braking 

During launch stops (temporary stops or when a 
following segment is cast), the bridge has to be braked. 
Brakes were placed on the north abutment and 
definitive pier North. The braking forces on the north 
abutment are transferred to the casting yard.  

On the definitive pier North there was no room for 
placing brakes or other auxiliary jacks, so temporary 
concrete columns were placed on the definitive 
foundation slab of the north pier. The horizontal forces 
were transferred to the pier by horizontal tension bars, 
anchored in the pier. To prevent the columns from 
rotating during braking, there was placed a tension bar 
between the columns.  

2.2 Reinforcement design 

The reinforcement calculations were made by EBS. The 
reinforcement drawings for execution were made by Jan 
De Nul. It was very challenging to combine the passive 
reinforcement, splitting and bursting reinforcement with 
post tensioning and the embedment for all temporary 
works. 

To avoid interference of cable ducts and reinforcement, 
the reinforcement was drawn in 2D on sections every 
40cm made from the 3D concrete model (Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4. Reinforcement (extract drawing segment 1) 

 Conclusions  
The design of the temporary construction and the 
selection of the launching equipment was subject to the 
challenge of small spaces at piers and in the bridge deck. 
Therefore extra auxiliary works were constructed at the 
piers and a 3d model of the bridge deck was made 
including the reinforcement. 
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Semi-Integral bridge over the N31, Bruges 

Gerrit Van Den Bossche 

Jan De Nul, Aalst, Belgium 
 

Contact: gerrit.vandenbossche@jandenul.com  

 

Abstract  

The bridge over the N31 is a semi-integral bridge with bearings only at the abutments. For the piers a 
monolithic connection with the deck is used. Settlements were determining the design and are measured 
after completing the bridge.  

Keywords: Semi-integral bridge, concrete, differential settlements, cast-in place 

 

 Introduction 
The project is located in Bruges (Belgium). The N31 
Expressweg makes the connection between the highway 
E17 and Bruges Seaport. As this road contained several 
crossings with traffic lights, traffic jams often occurred. 
The government has decided to reorganize the different 
crossings to make an easier connection Bruges – Bruges 
Seaport for the transport to the harbour. 

The last crossing in this overall project is the crossing 
between the N31 and the Bevrijdingslaan. Figure 1 gives 
a general view of the project. The project contained the 
construction of a tunnel underneath and a bridge above 
the N31.  

 
Figure 1. Overall view of the project 

The design of the tunnel and the bridge is performed at 
the Design Department of Jan De Nul and Soetaert 
(member of the Jan De Nul Group) was the contractor of 
the civil constructions.  

 Concept  
The layout of the bridge was determined by the client. 
The detailed design for the execution of the bridge was 
in the scope of the contractor.  

2.1 Deck  

The deck has an overall length of 73m, divided into 4 
spans with span lengths between 14.39m up to 22.34m. 
The deck has a thickness of 60 to 90cm (figure 2). For the 
edges, precast elements were used which contain the 
cast-in connection for the railings.   

 
Figure 2. Cross section of the deck  

 The bridge is a semi integral bridge as no bearings are 
used between the piers and the concrete deck. At each 
abutment, two bearings are foreseen. At one side, they 
are blocked and transfer the horizontal loads. At the 
other side of the bridge the bearings allow the deck to 
expand.  

Figure 3. Piers 
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2.2  Piers  

The 3 piers are made in the “Y” shape and support the 
central part of the deck (figure 3). In the design model, 
the shape is implemented as two columns that are 
inclined and founded on a concrete base plate. 

2.3 Abutments  

The abutments are large L-shaped retaining walls, 
calculated using Eurocode 7.  

 Design  
For the design, the deck and the piers were modelled 
together as they act as one structure (figure 4).  

 
Figure 4. Scia Engineer model  

The settlements in an integral bridge are a determining 
part of the design. The layout of the bridge was foreseen 
with shallow foundation for the piers. As shallow 
foundations are more sensitive to settlements, this 
aspect needed to be included in the design. 

Using the geotechnical interpretation of the soil an 
upper and lower bound of the settlement parameters 
were determined. The calculated settlements of the 
piers are taken into account as one of the several load 
cases. An extra differential settlement of one of the piers 
is added to determine the influence on the internal 
forces in the deck. 

 Execution  
Next to the structural calculations, all execution 
drawings (concrete, reinforcement) were made by the 
design department of Jan De Nul. The formwork for the 
piers was also designed and made in-house. The opening 
in the piers contains parts with a 2-sided curved plane as 
show in figure 5. As the bridge was cast in place, 
settlement of the scaffolding underneath the deck was 
calculated and taken into account in the calculation of 
the precamber. As the N31 was open during the whole 
construction phase for traffic, a structure had to be 
made to support the scaffolding and the concrete during 
pouring. This construction, represented in figure 6, was 
done by combining extra scaffolding next to the road 
that supported steel beams underneath the deck. 

Figure 5. Formwork piers 

 
Figure 6. Support structure formwork 

 After execution  
After removing the formwork/scaffolding and allowing 
traffic over the bridge, all the loads are transferred to 
the piers and the shallow foundation. Knowing the 
importance of the settlement in the design, a campaign 
was started to measure the settlement of the different 
piers and to compare this with the settlements in the 
structural model. The measured settlements are given in 
figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Measurement settlements 

 Closing 
Having the opportunity to combine the complete 
structural design and being involved from the design till 
the execution of the project gave me the opportunity to 
see all aspects of the project. Regarding the settlement, 
it was possible to do a back calculation between the 
expected and the measured values. 
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A low-order analytical model to monitor tension in shallow cables 

Margaux Geuzaine a,b, Vincent Denoël a  
a Structural & Stochastic Dynamics, University of Liège, Belgium 
b F.R.S.-FNRS, National Fund for Scientific Research, Belgium 
 
Contact: mgeuzaine@uliege.be 
 
Abstract 
In order to remotely monitor tension in a cable over time, an appropriate method is based on the natural 
frequencies of the cable measured by means of wireless accelerometers. In this paper, an existing method is 
extended to determine the tension in long or short shallow cables with small bending stiffness and arbitrary 
end conditions. First, a low-order analytical model is developed to compute the dynamic response of a given 
cable. Then, the unknown parameters such as the end conditions, the exact length of the cable and the 
tension in the cable are adjusted, using an iterative nonlinear least-square algorithm, until the computed 
natural frequencies and associated mode shapes match the measured ones. This procedure is finally validated 
with field measurements collected on long and short cables.  

Keywords:  bridge monitoring; cable; tension identification; system identification 

 

 Introduction 
Recently, dramatic accidents, such as the collapse of 
Ponte Morandi in Genoa, draw attention to the 
monitoring of bridges. In this context and as Walloon 
bridges are aging, the Wallonia Public Service 
department has decided to launch a research project 
which aims at remotely keeping track of the time 
evolution of tension in cables. According to [1], the most 
suitable method to achieve this is to use the natural 
frequencies of the cables to identify their levels of 
tension. This technique is accurate, non-intrusive and 
only requires wireless accelerometers together with a 
communication system.  

All cables studied in this project are highly tensioned, but 
their flexural rigidities are not always negligible, although 
small. Long cables behave like taut strings while short 
ones get closer to beams [2] and typical stay-cables or 
hangers lie somewhere in the continuum extending 
between these two well-known extremes. Apart from 
that, in some cases, the mass and the flexibility of the 
bottom anchorage of cables significantly influence the 
frequencies and thus have to be taken into account as 
well. 

 Low-order model 
In order to describe the dynamic response of a cable, the 
low-order analytical model developed here contains 9 
dimensional parameters, or equivalently 6 dimensionless 
numbers (see Figure 1 and Table 1).  

 
Figure 1. Cable model with specific end conditions. 

Table 1. Parameters of the low-order cable model. 

 [kN] Cable tension, parallel to the chord 

 [m] Length between anchorages 

 [kg/m] Mass per unit length of the cable 

 [kN.m2] Flexural rigidity of the cable 

 [kg] Mass of left anchorage device (bottom) 

 [kg.m2] Rotational inertia of  

 [N/m] Transverse stiffness at left end (bottom) 

 [Nm] Rotational stiffness at left end (bottom) 

 [Nm] Rotational stiffness at right end (top) 
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 Identification procedure 
A direct analysis of the model is carried out to 
understand how the model parameters respectively 
affect the dynamic response of cables. In practice, they 
are not known from the outset, except 𝜇𝜇 and, in some 
cases, ℓ.  

Therefore, the first step is to precisely measure the 
dynamic response of cables to identify their 
dimensionless parameters based on natural frequencies 
and possibly their lengths using mode shapes. This step 
is a specificity of the identification method we propose 
and makes it significantly different from existing 
methods which usually disregard mode shapes. 

Once parameters are identified, cables are equipped 
with wireless accelerometers that provide daily 
measurements of natural frequencies needed to follow 
the evolution of the tension in cables over time. 

 Validation  
As shown on Figure 2, the procedure has been validated 
with natural frequencies measured on long stay-cables 
from Lixhe Bridge and on short hangers from Harchies 
Bridge (Wallonia, Belgium).  

When cables are shorter, the parameter 𝜀𝜀2 related to 
flexural rigidity rises, resulting in an increasing difference 
between cable frequencies and taut string frequencies. 
Obviously, this difference also depends on the mode 
observed as higher ones are characterized by larger 
curvatures.  

Several additional examples will be detailed in the 
presentation. 

 Conclusions 
A low-order analytical model of shallow cables with small 
bending stiffness and specific end conditions has been 
presented. It is exploited by a two-step identification 
procedure which has been defined and validated on 
cables of any length. First, model parameters are 
identified using natural frequencies and modes shapes. 
Second, tension is adjusted based on natural frequencies 
measured remotely. 
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Figure 2. Validation of the identification procedure where 𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 [Hz] is the frequency associated to mode 𝑛𝑛. 
(solid line = measured, dashed line = computed, dotted line = taut string) 
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Optimising production costs of steel trusses. A computational approach of 
designing cost-effective steel trusses with welded connections 
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 Introduction 
The building industry is fragmented. In the case of steel 
structures, two parties are involved in the design 
process. The engineering firm designs the structure and 
at a later phase the steel contractor designs the 
detailing. This fragmentation restrict the possibilities of 
creating an overall cost optimal design. In design phases, 
engineers often optimise with weight as primary 
objective. The result may be that at a later phase, more 
complex joints are required, in order to create sufficient 
resistance. This may lead to a higher total cost of the 
steel structure, compared to when joint design would 
have been incorporated at the early phase. 

 Integrated structural analysis 
As part of a master thesis [1], this problem has been 
investigated using the research question: “How can 
engineers optimise the production costs of steel trusses 
with welded connections?”. To answer this question, a 
parametric optimisation workflow has been developed. 
This model combines three software packages 
Grasshopper, Karamba3D and IDEA Statica Connection, 
see figure 1. Grasshopper creates the wireframe 
geometry that resembles the structure. Karamba3D 
performs the structural analysis and defines cross-
sections through size-optimisation. Finally, IDEA Statica 
Connection is used to check all joints, check the joints 
plates for the strain percentage, and optimise the welds. 

 
Figure 1. Workflow of model 

 
Figure 2. Integrated structural analysis of model 

visualised 

The graduation research focused on trusses with welded 
connections, where the trusses comply with transport 
dimensions. Therefore a maximum span of 25 meters 
and a maximum height of 3 meters is assumed for the 
truss geometry. In the model, beam dimensions are 
defined with size optimisation. Consequently, the joints 
verification of IDEA shows that connected parts 
frequently fail, due to an exceedance of the determined 
strain criterion. This failure can be resolved in the model 
either by modifying the cross-sections, changing the 
geometry of the structure, or applying stiffeners in the 
joint. 

In addition, the model optimises the weld volume. The 
optimisation model will automatically optimise each 
weld of each joint in the structure by using the 
directional method in IDEA. Optimising the welding 
volume creates a significant reduction in welding volume 
compared to the full strength method.  

However, in the current state, deformation capacity in 
the joint cannot be guaranteed. This can prevent a 
plastic hinge to form and may cause premature brittle 
failure of the structure. To be able to use the welding 
volume optimisation, it should be complemented with 
an extra check to define whether the yield strength of 
the connected parts is lower than the rupture strength 
of the welds. 
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Figure 3. Information dialogue in the model’s workflow 

 Conclusion 
The method developed in this research illustrates the 
possibilities that current technologies offer. Combining 
software packages that engineers and steel contractors 
use in automated workflows allows us to optimise steel 
structures integrally. With such models design 
alternations can be investigated by the engineer, leading 
to an increased knowledge of the effect that chosen 
geometry and cross-section dimensions have on the 
joints. The increased knowledge in the early phase 
stimulates a better design consideration and stimulates 
optimising production costs. 

 Future research 
In collaboration with “Bouwen met Staal”, this research 
will be continued. The goal of this subsequent research 
is to increase knowledge of joints and detailing at 
engineering firms. Firstly, to promote integrated design 
processes between engineers and steel contractors. 
Secondly, to increase efficiency in the design process 
and create better designs. 
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Application Centre for Concrete and Construction (ACB²) 

Rik Steensels, Bram Vandoren, Hervé Degée 
Hasselt University, Hasselt, Limburg, Belgium 
 
Contact: rik.steensels@uhasselt.be 
 
Abstract 
In support of the Construction Engineering Research Group (CERG) and the regional construction industry, 
Hasselt University is investing in a new structural laboratory in which mechanical tests of construction 
elements and full structures up to a size of 2 storeys can be performed. The facility, called the Application 
Centre for Concrete and Construction (ACB²), will provide opportunities towards the full-scale mechanical 
testing of structures and its individual components and will act as a catalyst for further development of the 
research group CERG and the construction industry through fundamental research, contract research and 
academic service research. 

Keywords: Structural laboratory, reaction wall, reaction floor, structure mechanical testing. 

 

 History 
The early idea of the construction of the research facility 
dates back about 10 years ago. With the existing 
industrial expertise in terms of prefab construction 
elements and the growing importance of continuous 
innovation, the need for a research facility in support of 
the regional construction industry in Belgian Limburg 
became evident. Furthermore, with the closure of the 
Ford manufacturing site in Genk, a major economical 
agent was lost. The local economical ecosystem had to 
evolve to support efficiently the regional industries. 
Additionally, with the integration of the department of 
civil engineering from the former XIOS university college 
as new Faculty of Engineering Technology of Hasselt 
University in 2012 and the consequent founding of the 
Construction Engineering Research Group CERG in 2014, 
the need for a research facility able to support high level 
academic research as well as contract research in 
collaboration with the industry became a necessity. 
Hasselt University, together with its industrial partners 
and supported by the regional and provincial authorities, 
launched in 2015 the design of a new state-of-the-art 
structural laboratory under the designation of 
Application Centre for Concrete and Construction 
(Applicatiecentrum Beton en Bouw - ACB²), with the aim 
of providing a strong link between fundamental research 
conducted in civil engineering at Hasselt University and 
the general construction industry and its partners. 

 

 Infrastructure 
The ACB² laboratory has been designed in order to 
complement existing testing infrastructure in the area 
together with matching the needs of the local 
construction industry in terms of missing testing 
possibilities. This led to the definition of the two main 
relevant and specific features of the facility, namely a 
strong floor design to allow the testing of long beam 
elements, possibly up to 40 m long, and two reaction 
walls allowing testing full scale vertical elements or 
structures up to two levels in a realistic configuration. 
These elements are provided with a steel “meccano” 
able to assemble the testing rig with the maximal 
flexibility. 

2.1 Reaction walls 

The width of the two orthogonal reaction walls is 8 and 4 
meters with a total height equal to 7 meters. They are 
made of a full 120 cm thick concrete wall horizontally 
stiffened by two thinner transverse walls. They are also 
post-tensioned in order to maximize their strength and 
stiffness, by a Freyssinet system with active bars. As a 
result, these walls are able to accommodate a bending 
moment at their base equal to 5000 kNm/m and a 
horizontal shear resistance of 1000 kN/m. Figure 1 
shows the 4 meter wide reaction wall after concrete 
hardening and before the post-tensioning pre-stress 
load is applied. 
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Figure 1. Reaction wall during construction 

2.2 Strong floor 

The strong floor consists of a 70 cm thick concrete slab 
with a maximum bending capacity of 1000 kNm/m and a 
punching resistance of 6000 kN/m². An anchor point grid 
of 50 by 50 cm is implemented in the reaction floor to 
anchor the “meccano” elements. Each individual anchor 
point has an anchor pull-out strength of 500 kN. 

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the reinforcement lay-out in 
the reaction floor and the reaction floor and walls after 
concrete hardening and pre-stressing of the walls. 

 
Figure 2. Reaction floor reinforcement lay-out and 

anchor point grid. 

 
Figure 3.  Reaction floor and walls after pre-stressing 

 Testing equipment 
In order to take the best advantage of the strong floor 
and reaction walls, the facility also comprises the 
necessary hydraulic systems and measurement devices, 
from which the most: 

- Hydraulic system: 2 x 160 kW pumps 
- Hydraulic jacks with a maximum capacity of 800 
kN (uni- and bidirectional), to be extended in a near 
future to dynamic actuators with a capacity up to 2000 
kN. 
- Various load and displacement measurement 
devices 
- DIC system 

Figure 4. Execution 
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Structural optimization by using parametric models 
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Abstract 
These paper describes two projects where parametric models are used to optimize the structure. 

Keywords: concrete shell structure, parametric models, optimization, steel structure, office building  

 

 Introduction 
Parametric modeling is a newly developed modeling 
technique originally used by architects and at this 
moment more and more used by structural engineers. In 
this paper two projects will be described where 
parametric models are used to optimize the structure. 
The first one is a graduation design project [1]. In this 
project a roof structure of an existing building design is 
replaced by a concrete reinforced shell structure. To give 
the shell structure a modern look, the massive 
appearance of the shell structure is changed into a 
modern transparent appearance. This transparent model 
will be reached by topology optimization of the shell 
structure. The second one is a design of an office 
building where the concrete columns will be replaced by 
a steel grid structure. By using a steel grid structure the 
outer columns will be removed and replaced by a load-
bearing facade.  

 Concrete shell structure 

2.1 Concrete shell structure 

The height and radius ratio of a dome structure results in 
a curvature of the shell. By increasing the normal force 
(adding material by increasing the thickness), the 
structure is able to resist bending tensile stresses 
besides normal stresses. By adding reinforcement it is 
possible to resist the bending tensile stresses without 
increasing the thickness.  

 
Figure 1. Heinz Isler Shell structure 

2.2 Geometric parametric model 

By using a geometric parametric model it is possible to 
do a variant research of the most optimized dimensions 
of the shell structure by a required span of 55m. 

 
Figure 2. Geometric parametric model 

The developed geometric parametric model served as 
pre-processor for the structural calculations performed 
with a computer program based on the finite element 
method. 

Figure 3. Pre-processor model 

 
Figure 4. Top view shell stress lines 

2.3 Topology optimization 

By calculating the principal stresses of the shell structure 
the topology can be optimized. The location and the 
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dimensions of the openings are determined by the 
concentration and location of the tension and 
compression stress lines. 

2.4 Stability calculations 

Shell structures are imperfection sensitive structures. 
The stability is checked by calculate the Euler`s critical 
load to determine the Euler`s buckling factor and 
compare this factor to the ‘knock-down’ factor. To verify 
this factor a geometrical not linear buckling analyse is 
calculated. 

  
Figure 5. Euler`s buckling factor (L) Final design (R) 

 Steel diagrid structure 

3.1 Steel diagrid structure 

By using a steel diagrid structure all vertical outer 
columns can be eliminated. The diagrid structure is an 
outside structural system. The diagonal members of the 
structure act as vertical supporting structure and as 
bracing elements for the stability of the structure.  

 
Figure 6. Swiss Re tower London 

3.2 Geometric parametric model 

The current design of the office building includes a raster 
of concrete columns and beams loaded by concrete 
slabs. The concrete elevator shaft together with 
concrete shear walls are used for the lateral stability. By 
creating a geometric parametric model a variant 
research can be done for the replacement of the 
concrete bearing construction by a steel diagrid 
structure. This structure is also used for the lateral 
stability. 

3.3 Rebuild current design 

First is the finite element model of the current design 
rebuilt to determine the stiffness of the total structure 
and calculate the total deflection of the top of the 
structure loaded by the permanent vertical load and 
variable horizontal wind load. 

Figure 7. Parametric model (L) FEM model (R) 

3.4 Create new design 

By replacing the current concrete structure by a steel 
diagrid structure the effect of the stiffness of the new 
structure can be compared to the original design. The 
stiffness of the diagrid structure is changed by changing 
the geometric parametric model. By changing the 
parameters (density, distance between diagonals, 
thickness of diagonals, type of diagonals) the stiffness of 
the total structure can be researched.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Influence of the density of a diagrid 

 Discussion, Conclusions and 
Acknowledgements 
By creating parametric models it was for both projects 
possible to make a variant research using one model 
which can be used for all the calculations by only 
changing the parameters of the model. Do you think that 
creating a parametric model and put time and effort in a 
creating this model can be useful for every project?  
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Abstract 
The article describes a numerical method for constrained form-finding developed by the author. The brief 
summary of the method is presented with its application in engineering practice.  

Keywords: numerical method, form-finding, optimization, geometry of structures, interactive tool 

 

 Introduction 
Geometry is an innate property of a structure, and 
mastering geometry is essential in structural design. 
Seeking an equilibrium form allows us not only to 
optimize material use, but also to discover an 
unforeseen design space. Often in practice, design 
intentions are confronted with boundary constraints 
that are specific for each design task. A good form must 
be defined by appropriate distribution of forces through 
a form finding process. The motivation for the method 
proposed in this paper is to create a simple, robust, 
extensible, and interactive tool for modelling of 
structural equilibrium with geometric constraints. The 
paper describes a novel method based on constraint 
projection (§2) and illustrates some examples of its 
application in engineering practice (§3). 

 Method 

2.1 Algorithm 

The method proposed in this paper takes inspiration 
from the method of constraint projection [1] and the 
force density method [2]. The equations, both geometric 
constraints and equilibrium constraints, are not globally 
solved at once but approach to the solution step by step, 
based on the method of constraint projection. At each 
iteration step, first the free variables are projected on 
the constraint manifolds, and then the free variables are 
updated to a least square approximation of the 
projected parameters. These projections are performed 
individually. The local equilibrium equation of one node 
can be described as follows, 

𝜙𝜙(𝒙𝒙) = (𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 − 𝑑𝑑1)𝑞𝑞𝑎𝑎 + (𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 − 𝑑𝑑2)𝑞𝑞𝑏𝑏 +
(𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 − 𝑑𝑑3)𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐 + (𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 − 𝑑𝑑4)𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑 − 𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥,0 = 0  (1) 

where 𝑑𝑑 is a node coordinate, 𝑞𝑞 is a force density and 𝑠𝑠 
is an external force as illustrated in the figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. The definition of the parameters in the local 

equilibrium of a node 

The result of a local convergence meets the geometric 
constraints and structural equilibrium.  

2.2 Implementation 

The algorithm is implemented with a C# code for the 
interactive CAD environment Grasshopper® in 
Rhinoceros®. The following types of constraints have 
been implemented: equilibrium, reaction, two points 
distance, point coordinate, point on axis, point on 
surface, point on curve, point on plane, collinear points, 
and coplanar points.  

 Examples 

3.1 Spoke-wheel structure 

Form-finding of a spoke wheel is, generally, difficult, as a 
self-stressed structure without sufficient boundary 
conditions leads to a numerical singularity, if the 
classical force density method is employed. Another 
difficulty appears when the target equilibrium shape is 
not circular but skewed. The example, illustrated in the 
figure 2, shows that the structure successfully converges 
to a state of equilibrium while satisfying two given 
geometric constraints; the lengths of compression rods 
and the shape of the outer ring. 
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Figure 2. Initial geometry with constraints for 
compression rods and outer compression ring (above); 

converged geometry (bottom)  

Figure 3. Initial geometry with constraints for the shape 
of the compression ring (above); the converged 

geometry (bottom) 

3.2 Double spoke 

Form finding is performed for a self-stressed double 
compression rings with 4 point supports illustrated in 
the figure 3. The compression rings are constrained onto 
cylinders, which allowed the successful convergence to a 
state of equilibrium. 

3.3 Curved bridge 

An example of a curved arch bridge is shown in the 
figure 4. The deck is assumed be horizontally supported 
and free in the vertical direction. Form finding is 
performed with respect to a uniform loading on the 
deck, resulting in the pure compression form. A 
constraint onto a plane is imposed on each deck node. 

 
Figure 4. Initial shape of bridge and the applied 

constraints  

 Conclusions 
A brief introduction of the proposed numerical method 
is presented. The examples showed successful 
convergences in complex problems of constrained form-
finding. With the tool presented in this paper, a designer 
can advance their design to a certain, desired direction. 
The tool becomes an extension of the designer’s 
intuition. The literature [3], a publication at IASS 2018, 
should be referred for the further details of the 
algorithm.  
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Evaluation of clamping force in hot-driven rivets of the Botlekbrug 

Davide Leonetti, Johan Maljaars, Bert Snijder 
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Abstract 
Hot-driven rivets were used for the construction of steel structures up until bolted and welded joints replaced 
them. In shear riveted connections, the applied load is transmitted by frictional and/or shear forces, 
depending on the magnitude of the clamping force. The clamping force, i.e. the normal force in the rivet, is 
correlated with fatigue life because the load transfer mechanism strongly influences the local stress 
distribution around the hole of the rivet. The variation in clamping force is partially responsible for the large 
scatter of the fatigue resistance of riveted connections when compared to the plain material. The present 
work shows the results of dedicated laboratory work aimed to measure the clamping force in rivets installed 
on a Dutch bridge, the Botlekbrug. A comparison is made with the test data present by others. 

Keywords: Rivets, Clamping force, Steel Structures, Experiments. 

 

 Introduction 
During the hot-riveting process, the rivet is inserted in 
the plate assembly and the field head is forged. At this 
moment, the temperature in the rivet is about 700 °C, 
and almost no clamping force is established [1]. The 
reason can be found in either the reduced yield stress 
that the carbon steel exhibits at such temperatures and 
to the fact that no clamping force can be physically 
established until the field head is shaped. When the rivet 
cools down after forging, it tends to reduce in length, 
but it is constrained by the plates. This introduces its 
clamping force, and associated clamping stress, which 
should ideally equal the yield stress of the material. 
However, as recognized in [2] and supported by 
experimental evidence, the clamping stress almost 
reaches the yield stress only for long grip length (>100 
mm). For shorter grip length, the average clamping force 
decreases and its scatter increases. This is attributed to 
the deformation of the rivet heads, which has a stronger 
effect on the clamping force the more the grip length is 
reduced. The scatter of the clamping force significantly 
contributes to the scatter of fatigue test data of riveted 
joints [3]. Moreover, it has been observed that a higher 
clamping force induces a beneficial effect on the fatigue 
life since it reduces the stress concentration at the notch 
root by contributing to lower the bearing condition of 
the rivet. Few investigations have been performed to 
evaluate the clamping force [1,4,5]. It has been found to 
be dependent on the type of steel, to increase with the 

grip length, and to be affected by the hammering time 
and temperature. The experimental work executed in 
order to measure the clamping stress for rivets with grip 
lengths between 17 and 60 mm is presented in this 
paper. The rivets are taken from the Botlek Bridge, a 
combined road and rail truss bridge, which has been in 
service from 1955 until 2018. The clamping force has 
been evaluated by extensometry, using a special type of 
strain gauge. The results contribute to the knowledge of 
clamping force in hot-driven steel rivets and are of 
importance for the determination of more accurate 
inspection intervals. 

 Experimental method 
Circular specimens were cut out from the selected 
bridge parts using a water-jet, see Figure 1. A hole is 
then drilled into the rivet and a strain gauge is 
positioned in it, centred in the specimen. The strain 
gauges, type BTM-6C, were installed using a special 
adhesive. The adhesive cured for 12 hours at room 
temperature and for 4 hours at 140°C, according to its 
specification. The steps performed to evaluate the 
clamping force are as follows: (1) The head of the rivet 
was cut out using a band saw machine. (2) The rivet was 
ejected from the assembly using a jackhammer. (3) The 
difference in strain measured at the beginning of the 
test and after ejection is used to determine the clamping 
force. (4) For each ejected rivet, the strain versus force 
relationship is determined by performing a compression 
test in a hydraulic jack machine. 
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Figure 1. Example of a tested specimen. 

 Results 
The results are given in Figure 2, showing median 
measured clamping stress as a function of the grip 
length. The error bars per grip length are calculated as 2 
times s.e., with: 

𝑠𝑠. 𝑒𝑒. =  
𝜎𝜎�
√𝑛𝑛

 (1) 

where 𝜎𝜎� is the estimator of the standard deviation, and 
𝑛𝑛 the sample size. The error bars give visual information 
about the uncertainty related to the sample size. The 
values reported in the figure confirm the trend found in 
previous literature. However, there are some 
differences. The experimental results obtained from 
rivets installed over 3 plates (empty circles) were lower 
than those obtained for rivets clamping 2 plates (full 
circles). This difference has been attributed to the fact 
that hole-eccentricity was present. It can be deduced 
that it plays an important role in the clamping process. 
The tests from Wilson and Thomas [4] were performed 
on rivets clamping several plates, but the riveting 
process was performed in a controlled laboratory 
environment. The structural detail of the truss bridge 
was a K-node of box girders, which is likely to yield hole-
eccentricity and misalignment given the fact that it is 
assembled most likely in situ. 

 Conclusions 
The present work presents the results of an 
experimental investigation aimed at determining the 
clamping stress in hot-driven rivets. The resulting 
measured values follow the trend of the literature and 
put in evidence that imperfections due to assembling in-
situ determine significantly lower values than those 
assembled in a controlled environment.  

 
Figure 2. Results of the experimental investigation and 

data from the literature [1,4,5]. 
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Movable footbridge upon the Gave de Pau, Pont de l’espace Grotte in Lourdes 

Christophe Peigneux 
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Abstract 
The footbridge in Lourdes Sanctuary is a movable bridge upon the Gave de Pau. The approach of the design is 
humble and simple. The structure has a high slenderness with a light design concerning its geometry and 
material. The material used for the structure and also the deck is Duplex stainless steel for its good 
mechanical qualities and its durability.  

Keywords: Footbridge, Movable, Stainless steel, Slender, Dynamic, Tuned mass damper. 

 

1. Introduction 
The footbridge of Lourdes is an atypical project; the 
development of this complex project was particularly 
fast. The site of the Mary apparitions of Lourdes is 
remarkable. The topography created by the river, the 
Gave de Pau and the foothills of the Pyrenees create a 
particularly confined site in this area. Along the basilicas 
and the apparition site, the pilgrims' journey – more 
than 5,000 people a day – requires special suitable 
paths.  

Following the huge damage to the existing structures 
caused by a centennial flood in July 2013, the Sanctuary 

of Lourdes was prompted to provide an integrated 
response to this issue. 

In order to let pass the "anger" of the Gave de Pau, the 
new footbridges will rise by a system of hydraulic jacks 
housed in a pit at each abutment of the structure. 

This footbridge, built with a noble material, Duplex 
stainless steel, chosen for its aesthetic and mechanical 
qualities, is characterized by its slenderness (40 cm thick 
for 38.5 meters span) like a metal ribbon linking the two 
banks (Figure 1). 

« Be true, do nothing ». That’s the answer to the site.

Figure 1. General view of the footbridge above the Gave de Pau 
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2. The design 
If it is evident that this answer cannot be literally formal, 
it was tried to approach it as much as possible. This 
structure has a very unusual slenderness! This ambition 
is not gratuitous. It aims to respect and fit as much as 
possible into the site (Figure 4).  

This slenderness is certainly not gratuitous. The 
footbridge can be lifted (Figure 3). The floods being 
sudden and violent, the level of the river fluctuates and 
imposes to raise the bridge to not block the flow of the 
flood. These floods are frequent during the pilgrimage 
period, and minimizing the thickness of the bridge made 
it possible to delay its lifting. So the number of days of 
non-use is reduced from 5 days to less than 1 day per 
year. The mobility of the attendance of pilgrims is 
greatly improved. Moreover the crossing is practically 
without slope facilitating the procession of many 
pilgrims having a reduced mobility. 

This light design on geometry applies also on material. 
The structure is made of duplex stainless steel, without 
coating or surfacing. The stainless steel is sandblasted to 
ensure good adhesion and make the texture matt, noble 
and integrated. Moreover, this decking is pierced based 
on an artistic random drawing (Figure 2). There is no 
pavement, no finishing! 

Figure 2. Decking in stainless steel 

Getting such slenderness is structurally complex. The 
main structure consists of a grid of stainless steel beams. 
Its thickness is 40 cm for 38.5 m span length. The 
decking, consisting of a 10 mm thick duplex stainless 
steel plate, which is sandblasted and randomly 
perforated, constitutes the top flange of the beams, all 
for the sake of economy of material. The effective 
crossing width of the structure is 6 m for an overall 
width of 7 m. The total weight of the bridge is about 60 
ton including 35 ton of stainless steel.  

 
Figure 3. Bridge in highest/safety position (+4m) 

The main constraint induced by the slenderness of the 
structure is the vibratory behaviour under the dynamic 
actions generated by the passage of pedestrians. 
Dynamic calculations revealed quickly risks of vibrations 
linked to pedestrian circulation. Six dynamic dampers of 
500 kg each tuned to the natural frequency of the 
structure were installed at mid-span in order to 
drastically increase the damping rate of the structure. 

 

 
Figure 4. Bridge in service and during the flood in June 

2018 

3. Cost and consortium 
The total cost of the first bridge built is 1.6 million euros 
excluding VAT (including 400,000 Euros for the electro 
technical system), that’s 4,700 euros/m². 

Consortium - Eiffage Construction Midi Pyrénées / 
GREISCH / Mousseigne & Defol  

• GREISCH: Architecture; Structure 
• Mousseigne & Defol: Architecture collaboration 
• Eiffage Construction Midi Pyrénées: Contractor 
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Recommendations on end zone reinforcement detailing of pre-tensioned 
concrete girders 

Rik Steensels, Bram Vandoren, Hervé Degée 
Hasselt University, Hasselt, Belgium 
 
Lucy Vandewalle 
KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium 
 
Contact: rik.steensels@uhasselt.be 
 
Abstract 
This paper presents an assessment of the efficiency of different end zone reinforcement detailing for pre-
tensioned concrete girders. The evaluation is performed through a numerical parametric study of 10 different 
reinforcement lay-outs. The implemented lay-outs are compared in terms of crack control and design 
recommendations for efficient end zone reinforcement detailing are formulated. 

Keywords: Pre-tensioning; end zone reinforcement; prestressed concrete; crack control. 

 

 Introduction 
Even though the use of pre-tensioned prestress concrete 
elements is widespread nowadays, field observations 
still show that non-negligible end zone cracking can 
occur as depicted in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. End zone cracks in pre-tensioned girder [1] 

These cracks can damage the structural integrity of the 
element and should therefore be avoided or at least 
controlled. This paper presents a numerical parametric 
study of the crack control efficiency of different end 
zone reinforcement lay outs. This is achieved by 

comparing the end zone strain field of 10 implemented 
reinforcement lay outs. 

 Numerical model 
The numerical model consists of 2 stages [1]. In the first 
stage, the transfer of the prestress force and the 
associated transfer length is evaluated on a local scale, 
taking into account the concrete confinement of the 
strand including possible splitting failure. In the second 
stage, a full scale analyses of the end zone is performed 
taking into account the nonlinear material behaviour. 
For a full description of the numerical model, reference 
is made to [2]. 

 Parametric study 
10 models, 1 reference and 9 variations of different 
anchorage zone reinforcement lay outs, are evaluated 
numerically. Figure 2 and table 1 schematically show the 
implemented end zone reinforcement lay outs. Rebar 
diameters Ø1, Ø2, Ø3, rebar spacing S1, S2 and the 
amount of stirrups used (n), are varied. Due to 
symmetry, only halve of the reinforcement detailing is 
shown.  

Figures 3 and 4 show the vertical strain field in the 
spalling and bursting region of the end zone. Only the 
variations which specifically target the spalling strain, by 
varying Ø1 and Ø2, are shown in figure 3. The 
reinforcement detailing focussing on the bursting strain, 
which vary Ø3, and the rebar spacing, are shown in figure 
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4. Strain values larger the critical cracking strain, 98 
µstrain, indicate that the concrete is cracked. Better 
crack control is therefore also achieved for 
reinforcement lay outs which depict lower strain values 
in the cracked sections. 

 
Figure 2. Reinforcement detailing (variation 5) 

Table 1. Implemented reinforcement variations 

 Discussion and conclusion 
From the resulting end zone strain fields, the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 

- The best spalling strain control is achieved by 
placing rebars with larger diameters as close to the end 
face of the element as possible. This is illustrated in 
figure 3 by the decent spalling strain control of variation 
2. Figure 3 furthermore shows that the spalling strains 
decrease rapidly further inwards of the element. It can 
be concluded that the spalling crack control of the 
stirrups located further inwards of the element is 
therefore limited. 
- The best bursting strain control is achieved by 
dividing the reinforcement along the critical area (20% 

to 60% of the transfer length, equal to 625mm). Rebar 
spacing of approximately 50mm provides a good 
distribution of the end zone bursting stress. Variation 5, 
6, and 7 have larger rebar spacing and consequently, 
larger strain values. The bursting strains of variations 4 
and 8 show minor differences.  

 
Figure 3. Spalling strain values 

 
Figure 4. Bursting strain values 
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[1] Okumus P., and Oliva M., Strand debonding for 
pretensioned bridge girders to control end cracks.  ACI 
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Variation Ø1 
[mm] 

Ø2 
[mm] 

Ø3 
[mm] 

S1 
[mm] 

S2 
[mm] n 

Ref. 8 10 12 50 50 6 

1 9,2 8,3 12 50 50 6 

2 11.3 2.2 12 50 50 6 

3 1.8 13.8 12 50 50 6 

4 8 10 8.9 50 25 10 

5 8 10 15.5 50 100 4 

6 8 10 12 82 82 6 

7 8 10 12 115 115 6 

8 8 10 12 50 50 9 

9 8 10 12 50 50 12 
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Design of complex connections in steel structures 

Maikel Croes 
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Abstract 
The design of simple connections is often done with the use of software or even standard spreadsheets as 
they are sufficient in achieving an economical design. When the complexity of a structure increases so will the 
connections. In these cases standard connections often cannot be applied and case specific designs will be 
required. When designing complex connections it is important to ensure the calculation method used is 
correct. In addition special care should be taken to make sure the connection can be fabricated and if possible 
easily erected. This paper describes, by using the Newfoundland project in London as reference, the relevant 
aspects to the design of complex nodes in steel structures. 

Keywords: Steel, connections, high-rise buildings, diagrid, megastructure, fabrication, erection, tolerances. 

 

 Introduction 
Complex connections can be found in many different 
types of structures. When designing complex 
connections every implication of the design should be 
considered. A connection that is easy to design might be 
impossible to fabricate and / or erect for example. When 
spending more time engineering possible solutions one 
might find solutions which are easier to fabricate and 
erect resulting in a more economical design. A reference 
project is used to illustrate the importance of the design 
of these connections. The reference project used is the 
Newfoundland tower in London. The steel structure of 
the this tower was built by the joint venture VBH 
(Hollandia Structures and Victor Buyck Steel 
Construction). Due to the height of 220 m and the 
slender design a diagrid structure was adopted. Forces in 
the steel diagonals are relatively large and therefore 
most of the steel members are built up H-sections. Every 
4 levels the diagonals intersect where multiple beams 
are also connected resulting in structural nodes where 7 
or even 9 members (at the corners) are connected, see 
figure 1. This leads to complex connections for which 
physical nodes are designed. As the majority of the costs 
for the steel structure of this project would be 
determined by the execution of these nodes, the design 
was carefully considered. 

 Design of structural nodes 
Multiple designs of the nodes were engineered and the 
most economical solution was chosen. Not only the 

engineering itself but also the fabrication and the 
erection method were evaluated. The design of the 
node, the way to calculate them and the design of the 
splices and corresponding tolerances were studied.  

 
Figure 1. Newfoundland nodes 

2.1 Node type 

Typically a node consists of a continuous member and 
multiple elements connecting to it. In this case, this 
would be one continuous diagonal connecting with two 
diagonals and three floor beams. Due to the structure 
being a diagrid there is little room for error as there is 
limited movement possible when the diagonal members 
are connected as opposed to simple straight stick built 
construction where the construction can always be set 
within erection tolerances. In addition the tower crane 
capacity was limited which sometimes prevented the 
use of continuous diagonals. The nodes were therefore 
separated from all members to stay below the lifting 
capacity. The construction method also becomes much 
easier when using separate nodes.  
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2.2 Calculation method 

The nodes cannot be calculated using simple design 
formulae and therefore a hypothesis for load transfer 
within the nodes was made. In order to validate the 
hypothesis FEM models were created to see if the stress 
distribution within the nodes would resemble the 
stresses which would follow from the calculation. 
Additionally the analysis was used to find further 
optimizations in the nodes. An example of the 
theoretical approach in calculating the nodes and the 
stresses following from a FEM analysis are shown in 
figure 2 below. 

 
Figure 2. Node analysis 

Analysis results show a good agreement with the initial 
load transfer hypothesis. Stresses in the welds were also 
analyzed.  By use of the model an optimized design 
regarding strength and fabrication could be achieved. 

2.3 Splice connections 

At the ends of the nodes, splice connections are 
required to connect the diagonals. Splices are typically 
made with splice plates connecting the flanges and webs 
to each other or end plates. In rare occasions site 
welding might be required but this leads to an increase 
in costs. Both splice plate and end plate designs were 
considered, each leading to different advantages and 
disadvantages for fabrication and erection. In this case 
connections with splice plates were opted. This was the 
optimal solution for the fabrication of the members. The 
saving on fabrication was more than the additional costs 
required to erect these connections. In addition this 
system led to an increased manoeuvrability on site and 
splice plates could be shop-bolted to the members 
already as shown in figure 3.  

 
Figure 3. Simple nodes and connection details 

2.4 Tolerances 

As the structure consists of diagonals and horizontal 
floor members only, all the members of the diagrid will 
form triangles. As a triangular shape cannot be adjusted 
as easily as rectangular shapes (regular stick built 
buildings), additional care for the allowable tolerances 
was made. In some cases smaller tolerances were 
adopted to minimize the difficulty of erecting the 
structure. The structural nodes were milled to an axial 
tolerance of +0/-0.2 mm. This allowed the nodes to 
simply slide into position leaving little to no adjustment 
to be required. By milling the ends of the splice 
connections the connections themselves could also 
become much smaller as full contact bearing between 
the diagonals and the nodes could be utilized.   

 Conclusions 
By spending sufficient time engineering multiple 
solutions for complex connections the expected 
economical savings for the design will be maximized. 
Fabrication savings can be found by reducing the 
complexity of connections as much as possible. When 
welds are optimized based on the occurring stresses a 
significant saving can be found as weld volume increases 
quadratically with weld size. For the erection, savings 
can be found by designing connections with as few bolts 
as possible. Site welding should be avoided as much as 
possible. When assessing the solutions every aspect 
influencing costs in execution should be compared (both 
in the shop and on site). Usually a connection which is 
economical from a fabrication point of view will not be 
economical for an erection point of view and the other 
way around. By identifying the elements that influence 
the costs the most the most economical solution can be 
chosen which will in the end result in the project being a 
success. 
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Some technical aspects considered in the design of high-rise buildings  
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Abstract 
This article, based on several projects designed by the “Bureau Greisch” design office, aims at exploring few 
technical aspects considered in the design of buildings of a height lower than 200 m. Aspects related to the 
contribution of the core and the outer structure will be discussed. The advantages and disadvantages of 
precast elements, choice of high-performance concrete or not will be discussed with their impact on aspects 
of both vertical and horizontal deformability.  

Keywords: high-rise building, comfort, deformability, precast concrete, outrigger system 

 

 Introduction 
The Belgian building stock is made up of a few high 
buildings, most of which are at a height of 100 meters. 
Although at the international level, they cannot be 
considered as high-rise structures, they nevertheless 
present a certain number of similarities and problems 
that are similar from the point of view of their design. 

 Vertical differential deformation 
The "Tour Paradis", situated in Liège is a concrete 
building of 118m high. In order to limit the size of the 
load-bearing elements as much as possible, the use of 
high-performance concrete for columns (commonly 
C80/95) has become systematic. This results in 
differential deformation phenomena, especially with the 
central core generally having lower normal stress rates 
(the section being defined by transverse stiffness criteria 
more than by the recovery of vertical loads). This 
phenomenon is illustrated in the case of the "Tour 
Paradis", for which a calculation of the evolution in time 
of the vertical displacements was carried out according 
to a sequential approach, integrating the planning of 
construction and loading of the structure. Comparing the 
results obtained for the central core and the columns, it 
is shown that this phenomenon could lead to 
deformations of the structure out of tolerances in 
service (inclination of the slabs, redistribution of forces, 
...), corresponding to long-term differential settlements 
of the order of 65mm at the top of the tower. An 
extensive study has made it possible to define the 
counter-lengths to be imposed during assembly to 

obtain long-term compatible column-core 
displacements. 

 
Figure 1. Adjustment of vert. dif. displacements 

 Silver Tower - outriggers system 
The Silver Tower office building, located in Brussels, has 
thirty-one levels above ground and seven basement 
levels with a height of 136m. 
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3.1 Outrigger system 

Located in a narrow context, framed by public spaces 
and railway tracks, the geometry of the construction is 
formalized by an elliptical lens of 28m wide by 69m long. 
The geometry of the tower and its core shows a great 
stiffness in the longitudinal direction, and a significant 
flexibility in the transverse direction (subject to the 
greatest wind direction). This flexibility generates top 
displacements far exceeding the usual limit criteria. 

In practice, the solution chosen to improve the 
behaviour of the building is to involve the facade 
columns in the recovery of the global moment due to 
the wind through a rigid connection between the core 
and the columns. By blocking the rotation of the core, 
these outriggers produce a local embedding of the core 
towards the columns, in which the moment is taken by 
decoupling in normal forces.  

These elements, called “outriggers” are materialized by 
steel braces arranged between levels +17 and + 19. 
These parts are designed in such a way as to allow, in 
the long term, creep-related differential displacements 
between the columns (heavily loaded under permanent 
loads) and the core (less loaded since it ensures a role of 
horizontal stabilization rather than vertical load 
resumption). Otherwise, the columns would tend over 
time to "hang" on the outriggers and thus transfer 
permanent loads to the core. The outriggers consist of 
four welded composite steel sections connected in pairs 
by an axis to form an upper chord and a lower chord. 
Each chord is connected at its ends by an axis to the 
connection pieces with the core and the columns. The 
geometry of the frames and connecting pieces is studied 
so that they can fit perfectly into each other (like a 
stapler) and thus allow free rotation at the connections. 
In the centre, an elongation adjustment device 
assimilated to a jack connects the upper chord to the 
lower chord. This particular geometry gives the 
outriggers the ability to lengthen in the long term by 
adjusting (shortening) the damper, and thus admit a 
differential core-column settlement (estimated at 30mm 
during the life of the building) without clamping. In the 
short term, they allow the transfer of the forces 
necessary for the recovery of the wind and the 
participation of the columns. 

 
Figure 2. Outrigger system 

3.2 Up and down construction process 

Another specificity of the project is the “up-and-down” 
construction process. The foundations of the main 
loadbearing elements (columns, core) are provided by 
diaphragm wall panels or box piles sitting directly on a 
layer of loadbearing soil at a depth of 54m (Landenian). 
Waterproofing of the basement is provided by a 
peripheral enclosure comprised of diaphragm wall 
panels 80cm thick and a watertight raft 100cm thick. To 
allow for “up-and-down” construction, a part of the 
central core underground is formed directly of 
diaphragm walls. Some of the panels are concreted 
directly up to level -1, while others, for reasons of 
tolerance, are filled with gravel between -7 and -1 for 
concreting of the walls in a second phase. A phasing of 
construction and jacking has been studied in order to 
guarantee in the long term a homogeneous distribution 
of the stresses on the foundations. 

 Conclusions 
We have shown that the design of structures of a 
hundred meters high is impacted by deformability 
criteria, in addition to the usual resistance criteria. 

The requirements for this type of building in terms of 
transverse stiffness require in some cases to adapt the 
structural scheme to increase its overall stiffness. We 
have illustrated the effectiveness of a system with 
outriggers and the importance of vertical differential 
deformation phenomena for high buildings using 
prefabricated high-performance concrete. 
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Development of a numerical model for the analysis of ligatures for stacks of 
metallic plate under impact  

Flock Julian 
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Abstract 
This work focuses on the development of a numerical model computing stresses in ligatures for a stack of 
metallic plate under impact. The choice of the different methods implemented in this numerical scheme is 
explained and discussed. Afterwards, this work aims at defining realistic impact for that kind of system. 
Finally, the validity of a design procedure used for the assessment of the stability of a stack is discussed by 
taking advantages of this numerical model and the realistic impacts previously defined.  
Keywords: Impacts; Newmarks’s method and Newton-Raphson’s method; Analysis of ligatures 
 

 Introduction 
ArcelorMittal Tailored Blank is a subsidiary of 
ArcelorMittal producing metallic plates for the 
automotive industry. In most cases, their products are 
shipped by truck in the form of a stack of plates placed 
on a wood pallet and tied with ligatures as shown on the 
figure bellow.  

 
Figure 1. Stack of metallic plates tied with ligatures 

Stability of the stack is essential for three leading 
reasons:  

• Ensuring worker safety during internal and 
external transports and avoiding product damages and 
loss. 
• In order to ensure the usability of the stack for 
the customer’s production chain, a maximum 
displacement of the top of the stack is defined. 
Therefore, the strapping of the stack should provide 
sufficient restrain to displacements of plates such that 
this tolerance is respected. 
As the material and the labour costs are significant for 
the strapping of that kind of stack, the main purpose of 

this work was to provide a software application helping 
in the determination of the optimum number of 
ligatures to set up while keeping a sufficient level of 
safety during internal and external transports. In other 
words, the scope was the development of a numerical 
scheme computing stresses in ligatures for stack of 
metallic plate under impact. 

 Development 
Two kinds of ligature are used to restrain the 
displacement of plates:  

• Stack ligatures circling the whole stack (black line 
on figure 2) 

• Pallet ligature joining the top of the stack to the 
wood pallet (red line on figure 2) 

 
Figure 2.  Types of ligatures  

Computation of spring forces applied by ligatures on 
plates requires the numerical scheme to handle with 
potential contacts that can appear between plates and 
ligatures. Moreover, as the spring effect of ligatures on a 
given plate depend indirectly on contacts and 
displacements of the whole stack of plates, an implicit 
numerical scheme is needed for taking these non-
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linearities into account. In consequence, the integration 
procedure is based on a modified Newton-Raphson’s 
method. 

 The dynamic of that system is characterized by friction 
forces at interfaces between each plate. Friction forces 
are intrinsically non-smooth and two states can occur. 
Either the element is sticking to its base or the element 
is slipping out of its base. In order to represent this 
behaviour, the numerical scheme elaborated in this 
work is not only based on a Newmark’s method but also 
on an event-driven integration scheme.  

 Validation 
After all, numerical results were compared to 
experimental results for the purpose of validation. The 
experiment consisted of measuring displacements of 
plates while the stack was on a shake table test. The 
figure 3 bellow illustrates this experiment. 

 

Figure 3.  Shake table test  

Graphs on figure 4 presents measured results in 
comparison with results computed by the numerical 
model build in this work.  

 Impacts 
Once the model was made valid, the acceleration 
occurring at the level of the pallet was measured when a 
stack of plates was submitted to truck braking and turns. 
With an appropriate signal treatment, realistic impacts 
during transports were defined. The figure bellow shows 
an example of such an impact. 

 

Figure 4.  Comparison of experimental and numerical 
results 

 
Figure 5.  Acceleration profile during outdoor truck 

braking 

 Conclusion 
The model build in this work takes into account non-
linearities of spring forces and the non-smoothness of 
friction forces. In order to have a representative outputs, 
realistic inputs were experimentally defined. By means 
of this new model and the realistic impacts, the validity 
of a design procedure employed by ArcelorMittal 
Tailored Blank was discussed. This finale study showed 
that this design procedure is too safe and could be 
optimized.  
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Automated infrastructure assessment using DIANA FEA 

Saurabh Dhanmeher, Ab van den Bos, Chantal Frissen, Pim van der Aa 
DIANA FEA BV, The Netherlands 
 
Contact: saurabh.dhanmeher@gmail.com 
 
Abstract 
Infrastructure like concrete bridges need to be assessed periodically for a satisfactory performance during their lifetime. 
Governments and infrastructure owners around the world face many challenges with such assessments because 
concrete structures which are designed for a certain load and reference period using a certain code, have to be re-
evaluated for structural safety considering changes in and around the structure. These changes may arise in traffic flow, 
the magnitude and frequency of the axle loads, environmental impacts or damage like cracks and corrosion, all of which 
influence the residual load carrying capacity. Accounting for these changes solely based of codes may not always be a 
straightforward task. DIANA FEA BV[1], has made an application for the Dutch ministry of infrastructure and water 
management (RWS), to assess a large amount of reinforced concrete bridge structures in an automated way and with 
limited man-hour impact. The paper briefly describes important aspects of the automated workflow. 

Keywords: Dianafea, Concrete, Nonlinear, Design, Infra. 

 

 Introduction 
A typical structural assessment workflow consists of 
defining the geometry and loads, setting up the analysis 
and interpreting/reporting the results. It is usually 
required to perform the assessment multiple times with 
varying input parameters. DIANA FEA allows many 
possibilities, which enable automation throughout the 
assessment process. They can be listed as follows: 

• Python scripting 
• Reading of input 
• Design checking 
• Choice of analysis 

 Python scripting 
All the operations performed on the DIANA Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) have an equivalent command in the 
Python programming language. While setting up the 
workflow for the first time, all the steps performed on 
the GUI can be logged in a text file as Python commands. 
These commands can be later re-executed and the 
assessment can be resumed from any desired point. This 
provides a possibility to parameterise the workflow and 
easily perform analyses multiple times by making 
changes to geometry, material properties and loads.  

 Reading of input 
RWS has a database of the geometry of Dutch multi-
span slab bridges consisting of the X, Y and Z co-

ordinates of the deck and supports, as well as the 
position and type of the loads acting on them. These co-
ordinates can be read into DIANA through a text file to 
build a complete geometry of the bridge. This geometry 
can be accessed through the GUI and edited if required. 
By assigning properties to the imported shapes, a finite 
element mesh can be generated. Thus, complex 
geometries and load positions can be easily accounted 
for in the analyses. Figure 1 shows the geometry 
imported from a database file of RWS and the 
corresponding finite element mesh. The slab has a 
varying thickness along the length of the bridge and a 
top and bottom reinforcement gird is considered. The 
bottom reinforcement grid follows the curve. A loading 
scheme as prescribed by the Eurocode [2] is also taken 
from the input file (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 1. Geometry and finite element mesh for Slab 

Bridge 
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Figure 2. Schematic loading on the slab bridge 

 Design checking 
After having builtthe finite element mesh, a design 
checking analysis can be performed. DIANA evaluates 
the sectional bending moment and shear force 
capacities in the nodes of the plate structure. These 
capacities are based on equilibrium of forces and 
bending moments of concrete and steel reinforcement 
in every cross- section. Figure 3 shows the maximum 
positive ultimate bending capacity for the considered 
example. 

Figure 3. Capacity of bridge span 

Based on the input for load cases and combinations, 
DIANA determines the extreme scenario which will lead 
to maximum values for bending moments and shear 
forces. The normative load positions obtained for the 
considered analysis can be seen in Figure 4. It is for the 
trucks standing in the middle of the larger span on the 
right.  

 

Figure 4. Normative load positions for the example 

The obtained maximum shear force and bending 
moments can be compared against the section 
capacities and presented in the form of unity checks. The 
unity check for mid-span bending moments for the 
example is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Unity Check for bending moment 

 Choice of analysis 
From the unity checks, it can be concluded that 
additional reinforcement or cross section thickness 
should be added. However, there is a powerful other 
possibility. Since the normative loading positions are 
known, one could add a nonlinear analysis. This is done 
with the same model requiring no changes at all. The 
nonlinear analysis will include redistribution of the 
capacity. This is more sophisticated than the orthotropic 
stiffness analysis that is sometimes adopted in simpler 
models.  

 Conclusions 
In this paper a method is shown on how to assess real 
life existing, or newly to be designed, bridge structures. 
The advantage of the open workflow method is that the 
program does not act as a black box, and the user has 
full access to all input and output items. In this way, it is 
easier to implement engineering judgement to the 
analysis. When the unity check is not satisfied, the 
possibility exists to perform a nonlinear analysis on the 
same model from the known normative loading 
positions.  
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Abstract 
A temporary reinforced underwater concrete floor is designed for crossing a high pressure water pipeline 
underneath a building pit. The design is combination of a default unreinforced underwater concrete model 
and a 2D-plate model with non-linear bearings.  

Keywords: Underwater concrete, anchor-piles, non-linear pile-plate calculation, temporary floor, crossing 
pipes 

 

 Introduction 
Contractor combination COMOL 5 is currently working 
on the realisation of the RijnlandRoute, a new 
connection road between the A44 and A4 at the south of 
Leiden. The project consists of fly-overs, a bored tunnel, 
long access ramps and an aqueduct. The road in the 
access ramps runs below ground level for about 2,5km 
to reduce the negative effects on the surround buildings. 
One of the challenges within the project is the crossing 
of an existing drink water pipeline at one of the deepest 
section of the access ramps, situated below one of the 
drainage basements. 

 Case 
The access ramps consists of concrete U-shape sections 
with an average length of 25m, width of 25m and depth 
of 8m. These sections are realised in temporary building 
pits. The pits consist of sheet piles, struts, anchor piles 
and (reinforced) underwater concrete. The foundation 
consists of slender GEWI-anchor piles, which are used in 
the temporary and definite floor and can be installed 
with low noise and vibration disturbance, which is a 
contract requirement. 

In one of the sections there is an extra design challenge.  
This section is crossing an existing important drink water 
pipe and is deeper due to the presence of a basement 
containing drainage equipment. The drink water pipe is 
part of the drink water supply of the city of Leiden.  
This waterpipe is crossing the structure at a depth of 
around -26m NAP. With the chosen pile system of Gewi-
piles, the required depth for the anchor piles at the 
water basement section is around -35m NAP and about 

200 piles are needed.  Due to the conflict with the 
existing water pipe, the possible depth of the piles is less 
than the required depth.  

Around the water pipe a pile-free zone is taken into 
account to minimize the disturbance of the soil around 
the water pipe. This results in shorter piles which do not 
have the required bearing capacity. In a normal concrete 
floor, this could be redistributed by extra reinforcement 
in the concrete floor. But for the temporary 
unreinforced underwater concrete floor this is not 
possible.  

A combination of longer and inclined piles is used to 
compensate the lack of capacity of the short piles. The 
solution is shown in Figure 1. For redistribution of the 
forces, reinforcement is used in a part of the underwater 
concrete floor.  

 
Figure 1. Water pipe crossing underneath the structure of the 

drainage basement 
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2.1 Modelling underwater concrete 

For the design of the partly reinforced underwater 
concrete floor two different modelling principles are 
used. The first one is the default method for 
unreinforced underwater concrete according the 
handbook “CUR 77” [1]. This principle assumes that 
forces flow in a one direction along the short width of 
the building pit and equilibrium is given by deformations 
in the floor, shown in Figure 2. In this method variations 
of pile- and sheet piles stiffness are taken into account 
and several bending moment, shear and deformation 
requirements must be met. 

 
Figure 2. Principle of unreinforced underwater concrete 

according to CUR77 

The second model is based on a 2D-plate model with 
non-linear bearings for the short piles. With this model, 
the bending moments in the floor are calculated to 
determine the required reinforcement in the floor.  
Within this model, the same variations of stiffness are 
used as in the unreinforced underwater concrete 
calculation. 

 
Figure 3. Displacement of the concrete floor with different 

stiffness combinations 

In the design process a lot of interaction between the 
geotechnical engineer, structural engineer and the 

subcontractor of the underwater concrete is needed. 
Besides the interaction process between the pile 
stiffness and the load distribution, which are influenced 
by each other, there are additional design conditions 
which need to be taken into account compared to a 
normal unreinforced underwater concrete floor.  

The reinforcement will be placed as prefabricated cages. 
The cages are designed in such a way that they can be 
lifted, can be fitted between the struts of the building pit 
and can be placed under water by divers. Also the 
required overlapping length must be fulfilled, the 
placement tolerance of the piles and the placement 
tolerance of the reinforcement itself must be taking into 
account. 

When all the reinforcement is placed, the concrete will 
be poured, in which extra tolerances are taken into 
account as shown in Figure 4. When the concrete has 
reached the required strength the building pit is pumped 
dry.  

 
Figure 4. Concrete and reinforcement tolerances 

When writing this paper, the reinforcement is 
prefabricated and the excavation of the building pit is at 
its deepest point. At time of the colloquium the building 
pit is probably dry. 

 Conclusions 
The design of the partly reinforced underwater concrete 
floor is a technical challenge.  Due to good a good 
interaction between the geotechnical engineer, 
structural engineer, work preparation and the 
subcontractor of the underwater concrete floor a safe 
and feasible design is accomplished.  
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Abstract 
Steel fiber reinforced industrial concrete floors are becoming more and more popular as an alternative to 
traditional reinforcement. This technology transforms brittle concrete to a more ductile material with 
improved strength properties. SCIA Engineer provides a finite element calculation tool to design and check 
steel fiber reinforced concrete with the use of linear and nonlinear stress-strain behavior.  

Keywords: Steel fiber reinforced concrete; finite elements; software; nonlinear; dosage; code checks. 

 

 Introduction 
Steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC) is an excellent 
alternative to traditional reinforced concrete for certain 
application areas, such as civil engineering structures 
(including bridges), structural rafts, concrete roads and 
underwater concrete. Steel fibers are discontinuous, 3-
dimensionally orientated, isotropic reinforcement mixed 
into concrete. They bridge the crack at very small crack 
openings, transfer stresses and develop post-cracking 
strength in the concrete. 

The structural engineering finite element software SCIA 
Engineer contains a smart and sophisticated solution for 
designing and checking structures with the use of steel 
fibers [1]. 

 Benefits of steel fiber reinforced 
concrete 

When steel fibers are added to mortar, Portland cement 
concrete or refractory concrete, the flexural strength of 
the composite is increased depending on the proportion 
of fibers added and the mix design. Steel fiber 
technology transforms a brittle material into a more 
ductile one. Catastrophic failure of concrete is virtually 
eliminated because the fibers continue supporting the 
load after cracking occurs. And while measured rates of 
improvement vary, steel fiber reinforced concrete 
exhibits higher post-cracking flexural strength, better 
crack resistance, improved fatigue strength, higher 
resistance to spalling and higher first crack strength. 

 Steel fiber reinforced concrete in SCIA 
Engineer 

The calculation with steel fibers has been implemented 
for the first time in SCIA Engineer 18. Since there is no  

Eurocode yet for this composite material, the theory 
from the German guideline DAfStb was used for the 
design process. 

3.1 Supported types of steel fiber 

In collaboration with Bekaert, three types of Dramix® 
fibers were implemented. Experimental testing was 
done by Bekaert to provide the necessary information 
on 3D, 4D and 5D fibers. Moreover, the material and 
fiber library are open source, which means that other 
types of fibers can easily be added if the necessary 
values are available from [2].  

3.2 Nonlinear calculation 

If a structure would be calculated with a linear analysis, 
only a constant Young’s modulus of the material would 
be taken into account to create the stiffness matrix. This 
means that the stress redistribution based on increasing 
strain is neglected, leading to different results than in 
practice. SCIA developed a physical nonlinear calculation 
that provides for stress redistribution and increased 
bearing capacity after reaching the ultimate strain until 
the collapse mechanism forms. 
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Figure 1. Nonlinear material behavior 

 

A typical shape of stress-strain diagram is shown in 
figure 1, where parabolic behavior is used in 
compression as in standard concrete. The tensile 
behavior represents the narrow peak expressed as mean 
tensile strength fctm. This peak works very well for crack 
localization at the associated strain. After crack 
formation, the toughness of SFRC allows keeping a 
certain level of tensile stress with increasing of strain up 
to failure, which is fixed as 25‰. 

3.3 Dosage calculation 

 
Figure 2. Dosage calculation 

SCIA Engineer supports an automatic calculation of the 
steel fiber dosage. It is possible to combine traditional 
reinforcement with steel fibers to create hybrid 
concrete. This calculation can be done linearly or 
nonlinearly. During the calculation, SCIA Engineer will 
assume a maximum dosage amount per mesh. Beyond 
the maximum dosage amount, adding more fibers will 
lead to an uneconomical design. This amount will be 
reduced by iterative calculation to meet the requirement 
from the ULS capacity check. The dosage amount of the 
steel fiber is limited between 20-40 kg/m³. 

3.4 Checking for steel fiber reinforced concrete 
floors 

Besides the calculation of steel fiber dosage, ultimate 
limit state (ULS) checks (moment capacity, shear and 
punching) and serviceability limit state (SLS) checks 
(crack width and stress limitation) can be performed. In 
these checks, the capacity of traditional reinforcement 
(if present) and fibers are combined. The dosage can be 
inputted by the user, or the calculated dosage can be 
used in order to check the cost-effectiveness. 

The punching check will verify how the plate to column 
connection will behave. If this connection fails on 
punching, SCIA Engineer will calculate the required 
punching shear reinforcement [3]. 

 Conclusions 
The Eurocode does not include rules for SFRC. The 
German DAfStb guideline provides an excellent theory 
for implementation in calculation software. SCIA 
Engineer allows the combination of steel fibers with 
traditional reinforcement. The dosage of fibers can be 
calculated, and relevant ULS and SLS checks can be 
performed. 
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Geopolymer concrete – a lifebuoy for the Dutch ‘betonakkoord’ 
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Abstract 
The Netherlands signed up to the ‘Paris Agreement’ in 2015. This agreement is intended to limit global 
warming to below 2 degrees Celsius. The approval of the climate agreement means there is now a major and 
far-reaching task for both Dutch citizens and businesses.  This has led to a separate ‘betonakkoord’ 
(agreement for the concrete-producing industry). The ‘betonakkoord’ objective is to reduce CO2 emissions by 
95%. To achieve this far-reaching goal, it is inevitable to look at divergent types of concrete beyond the 
obligatory Portland-clinker based concretes which are widespread used in the Netherlands. A forgotten type 
of binder system for concrete in Western Europe, which is not based on Portland-clinker and which has 
proven itself over decades in being fit-for-purpose for high-quality structural concrete applications is 
geopolymer concrete. A type of concrete yielding possible reductions of between 20% and 75% on embodied 
CO2 when compared against traditional cements in concrete! A TBI-company Mobilis has selected three pilot 
projects, with Rijkswaterstaat and Prorail as clients, in order to execute some construction parts into 
geopolymer concrete, allowing us to finally investigate a real practical case after many promising laboratory 
tests.  

Keywords: geopolymer concrete, reduction CO2 emission, Mobilis, betonakkoord, DELTA Concrete Consult 

 

 Introduction 
The production of cement generates over 80% of the 
human-caused CO2 emissions worldwide. The reason for 
this is because a very high temperature is necessary not 
only to free bound CO2 form the limestone but also high 
amounts of fuel are consumed to do so. The main 
objective set in the ‘betonakkoord’ is to reduce the CO2 
emissions in the construction industry by 95% by 2050, 
compared to the 1990 emissions. The ‘betonakkoord’ 
was signed by State Secretary Stienje van Veldhoven on 
10th July 2018, on behalf of four ministries and about 50 
major clients, contractors (including Mobilis) and linked 
producers. In recent years, clients have already attached 
an increasing amount of importance to the 
environmental implications. The market must undergo a 
transition, in order to be able to meet the objectives set 
in the ‘betonakkoord’. The current method of concrete 
production definitely cannot meet the intended 
objectives. 

 Motivation 
The most important agreements in the ‘betonakkoord’ 
are related to increased cooperation and transparency in 
the sector, increasing the demand for ‘green concrete’ 

by including sustainability criteria in the tenders. It is 
necessary to stop using the traditional Portland cement 
production method, given the strict requirements in the 
‘betonakkoord’. There is a new type of concrete 
available for European concepts, which does not require 
a Portland clinker, called geopolymer concrete. In some 
other countries, this divergent type of concrete is 
already being used for more than 5 decades and is 
already a proven concept there. For the Dutch market 
this means a CO2 reduction of up to 75% can be realised 
without sacrificing the concrete properties.  

 What is Geopolymer concrete? 
It’s important to first know how the traditional cement-
based concrete’s chemical reaction works in order to 
answer this question. A hydraulic reaction occurs when 
Portland clinker (PC) is mixed with water. The hardened 
product is called ‘cement stone’ and contains free lime 
as a by-product, yielding a high pH value. When a 
cementitious industrial by-product of iron production, 
(called blast furnace slag or BFS) is mixed with water, 
little to nothing happens despite minor superficial 
hydraulic hardening. A ‘high pH trigger’ to sustain 
ongoing hydration is needed to activate the BFS to fully 
develop its ‘cementing potential’. This happens to work 
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also for other pozzolanic materials such as pulverized 
fuel ash (PFA). In all cases, activation of ‘latent-hydraulic 
cementitious materials’ is supplied by increased pH 
whether or not supplied by ‘free lime’ as by-product in 
PC.  

In geopolymer concrete, BFS and PFA are also used as 
constituents, however this time they’re called 
precursors. These are reactive cementitious materials 
often based on aluminosilicates; quite a long list of 
materials appears to qualify as precursor. However, as a 
‘trigger’, another material than ‘free lime’ coming from 
PC-clinker is used. The activator (or trigger) can often be 
an alkali such as caustic soda and/or sodium silicate. The 
chemical reaction that occurs is called polymerization. 
The remainder of constituents for making concrete 
remain entirely the same; gravel, sand, admixtures and, 
to a much lesser extent, mixing water. The hardened 
product will therefore only be different in the chemical 
constitution of the binder system, but it still remains 
concrete in the sense that we know it and value its 
properties.  

 Practical examples 
Several buildings were built using geopolymer concrete 
in the 1980s and 1990s. Especially in countries where 
concrete has to be frost resistant, such as Russia and 
Ukraine. More than 3 million cubic meters of 
geopolymer concrete was used in various structural 
applications such as foundation piles, beams, dams and 
railway sleepers in the former Soviet Union up to 1989. 
Various studies on these constructions have shown that 
the concrete has not been affected by environmental 
conditions and that the strength has increased over 
time. More recently, geopolymer concrete has been 
adopted in Australia, China and Korea. In Australia the 
concrete is available on the market under the name E-
crete and EFC (earth Friendly Concrete). 

In the Netherlands, geopolymer concrete has been used 
in products for which no restrictive requirements have 
been imposed regarding the raw materials to be used, 
such as pavers, tiles and tapes. The first is for the 
province of Overijssel, where a pervious roadside ‘hard 
shoulder’ paving along the N331 between Zwartsluis and 
Vollenhove has been executed in geopolymer concrete .  

 Construction Standards 
The document PAS 8820:2016 was drawn up in the UK 
and published on behalf of The British Standards 
Institution. This document describes how geopolymer 
concrete should be produced, tested and validated for 
structural application. If the procedure, steps and tests 

as described are followed, the Eurocode can be applied 
for the calculations of geopolymer concrete 
constructions. Mobilis is going to follow this procedure 
together with DELTA Concrete Consult. 

 Geopolymer concrete properties 
The same applies to geopolymer concrete as to 
traditional concrete, the majority of the characteristics 
can be manipulated in the desired direction. Looking at 
structural properties like strength and rigidity, the 
properties of geopolymer concrete entirely resemble 
common bandwidths compared to PC-clinker based 
concrete mixtures. The durability characteristics are 
known to be at least equivalently resistant to frost-thaw 
changes; exceedingly good resistance to chemical 
attacks; less sensitive to long-term degradation from 
alkali-silica reaction; very low penetration rate, 
exceedingly good resistance to high temperatures (fire); 
low heat development during hardening; greatly 
improved mechanical wear resistance. 

 Production and workability 
Mobilis carried out a field test in collaboration with 
supplier A. Jansen BV making use of a mix design of 
Delta Concrete Consult in 2018. This test was quite 
successful and it has been shown that production in the 
batch plant and method of execution do not significantly 
differ from that of traditional concrete. A video of this 
test has been published on the Mobilis website. 

 And now! 
Mobilis is probing much interest in the market for 
geopolymer concrete and discussing a pilot project with 
various clients. The objective is to use geopolymer 
concrete for various noncritical parts of traffic 
underpasses in the second half of 2019. Non-critical 
parts are, for example, the walls of shallow access roads. 
Sensors will be placed in the concrete to monitor the 
material behaviour over time. Several other projects will 
gradually be appointed if the results are positive, with 
components fulfilling a more constructive function. To 
be continued… 
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Abstract 
Damping is an important parameter in the calculation of vibrations in high-rise buildings. This research 
presents a verification study of the Energy Flow Analysis as identification tool for damping in high rise 
buildings. The study investigates the magnitude of the error that can be expected with some of the 
assumptions and simplifications made to accommodate for the lack of information typically present in in-situ 
measurements. To eliminate experiment-related uncertainties, the study is performed in a controlled FEM 
environment. From the study it can be concluded that with a small number of monitor positions the damping 
prediction of the soil with the EFA is quite accurate in case of a well-known load on the high-rise building. 

Keywords: Energy Flow Analysis; damping; high-rise buildings; finite element method; wind loads. 

 Introduction 
High-rise buildings are becoming more slender and 
lighter, which makes them more sensitive to wind 
induced vibrations. These vibrations can be 
uncomfortable for people in the building, and in the 
worst case can cause motion sickness and anxiety. 

Damping is an important parameter in the calculation of 
vibrations in high-rise buildings. Various damping 
predictors were proposed by different researchers, e.g. 
[1,2], which were based on different sets of full-scale 
measurements on high-rise buildings. These empirical 
formulas can result in very different overall damping 
predictions, which might be caused by the differences in 
soil conditions and building methods between the 
datasets on which the formulas were based. However, 
current damping measurement methods only determine 
the overall damping of a structure. Little is known about 
the damping contribution of the different parts of a 
high-rise building, such as the contribution of the 
foundation or the main load-bearing structure.  

Recently an Energy Flow Analysis (EFA) technique was 
developed in the field of structural analysis, which allows 
for the determination of the damping contribution of 
different parts of a structure [3]. The results of this 
technique are promising and indicate the potential of 
EFA for the identification of damping. 

However, the damping values obtained with the EFA 
technique applied on a high-rise building [4] were based 
on a relatively small set of sensor positions and limited 

information on the wind loading. To what extent this 
lack of information influences the accuracy of the 
damping prediction with the EFA technique is unknown.  

The objective of this research is to assess the influence 
of this lack of information on the accuracy of the 
damping prediction of a high-rise building with the EFA 
technique. This paper gives a brief description of the EFA 
method, explains the research approach and results of 
the verification study, and ends with conclusions.  

 Energy Flow Analysis 
The EFA is an energy-based approach and computes the 
energy flow through a system. To perform the EFA, the 
energy balance of the system needs to be set up. In 
general the energy balance is formulated as:  

        
0

( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )L
ext diss

t S x t w t w t
t

∂Ε
+ = +

∂
  (1) 

With ( )E t  describing the energy of the system 
comprising the kinetic and potential energy. The energy 
flux ( , )S x t  describes the energy flow over a specific 

boundary. The external power ( )extw t  depends on the 
external loads applied on the system, and the power 
dissipation term ( )dissw t  is dependent of the damping in 
the system. With eqn. (1) and information on the various 
terms, the dissipated energy can be identified. Assuming 
a certain damping mechanism, this dissipated energy 
can be used to estimate the damper value of the system.  
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 Research Approach and Results 
Figure 1 shows the beam model that was used to model 
the high-rise building in FEM. The following six cases 
were investigated with this model, all having a soil 
damper at base:  
1. The first case was used to determine appropriate 

settings for the setup of the model (e.g. mesh 
convergence) and check the EFA routines by introducing 
a single damping mechanism. Excited by an initial 
displacement at the top; data obtained from all model 
nodes.  
2. The second case was introduced to assess the 

error in which the EFA quantifies soil and structural 
damping separately. Rayleigh damping in the beam, 
excited by an initial displacement at the top; data 
obtained from all model nodes.  
3. The third case was computed to determine the 

error with which the EFA quantifies a single damping 
mechanism when a reduced amount of information of 
the building motion is available. Excited by an initial 
displacement at the top; data only obtained from the top 
and bottom node of the beam.  
4. In the fourth case wind tunnel data was 

introduced to assess the error in which the EFA quantifies 
a single damping mechanism in case of a stochastic wind 
loading. Excited by wind loading; data obtained from all 
model nodes.  
5. The fifth case was used to assess the error with 

which the EFA quantifies soil and structural damping 
separately in case of a stochastic wind load. Rayleigh 
damping in the beam, excited by wind loading; data 
obtained from all model nodes.  
6. In this case an assessment was done on the 

identification of soil damping with a reduced amount of 
information on the wind load on the building by using the 
top wind load time series only. Excited by wind loading; 
limited data on the wind loading.  

 
Figure 1. Beam model based on a full- scale building 

Table 1 presents the comparison of the results of the 
identified soil damping value determined with the EFA 
and the FEM input values.  

 

 

Table 2. Comparison between the input and EFA identified 
damper value. 

Case Input FEM 
[Nms/rad] 

Identified EFA 
[Nms/rad] 

Relative error 
[%] 

1. 1.32e+11 1.31e+11 -0.43 
2. 6.60+11 6.05e+11 -8.38 
3. 1.32e+11 1.30e+11 -1.47 
4. 6.60e+11 6.57e+11 -0.51 
5. 6.60e+11 5.82e+11 -11.81 
6. - - - 

The main cause of errors in cases 1,3 and 4 comes from 
the way the required data for the EFA is extracted from 
the FEM model. During the analysis it appeared that the 
duration of the simulation has significant impact on the 
determination of the energy dissipation with the EFA 
technique.  Larger errors were found in cases 2 and 5 in 
which structural damping and energy flux take part. 
These parameters are of paramount importance to 
accurately quantify the energy flow towards the 
foundation.  

 Conclusion 
In this research a verification is done of the EFA method 
as identification tool for damping in high rise buildings. 
The assessment gave insight in the accuracy of the 
determination of foundation damping and total energy 
dissipation in high rise buildings. From the study it can 
be concluded that with a small number of monitor 
positions the damping prediction of the soil with the EFA 
is quite accurate in case of a well-known load on the 
high-rise building. 
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Abstract 
The contemporary way of designing and computing load-bearing structures does not fit in with the new 
design and fabrication possibilities. In this paper, several strategies are proposed to effectively improve upon 
and alter existing calculation methods for a digital workflow. 
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 Introduction 
Architectural research institutes like the Gramazio 
Kohler research group [1] and the Institute for 
Computational Design and Construction [2] have shown 
the possibility to use digital tools and fabrication 
techniques to design and construct free-form and 
unique structures with primarily an architectural 
function.  

The next step is to use the new techniques to design 
structures with a load-bearing function, which has been 
investigated in the Master’s thesis Digital Fabrication of 
a Timber Bridge [3]. This thesis has shown that the 
complexity of the design process is greatly increased 
when the structural behaviour is taken into account, 
giving rise to a number of challenges. 

Firstly, the current way of computing structures is not 
suited to this new design process. Calculation methods 
that are developed by research institutes [4] can deal 
with freeform shapes, but are computationally intensive 
and therefore too slow to incorporate in a parametric 
design process. Engineering firms apply fast verification 
methods based on codes and guidelines, but these are 
only valid for standard shapes. Secondly, by allowing 
free form, the number of parameters and their 
interconnectedness increases sharply and adds a great 
deal of complexity. 

In Digital Fabrication of a Timber Bridge [3] these 
challenges were dealt with through a case study: the 
design of a pedestrian timber frame bridge 
manufactured by CNC-milling. This paper describes the 
strategies that were used to effectively improve upon 
and alter existing calculation methods for a digital 
workflow.  

 Strategies 
Four different strategies can be identified.  

2.1 Confining the problem 

Reducing complexity should start with intelligently 
confining the problem. A first way to do this is by 
reducing the number of load cases and load 
combinations, leading to a lower computation time.  

A second way is by reducing the number of design 
parameters to limit the number of design alternatives 
and reduce complexity. In the case study [3, p. 77-79] 
this is done by simplifying the connection design, see 
Figure 1, and by only considering standard timber 
section sizes.  

 
Figure 1. Actual- (left) and simplified design (right) 

A third way is by decoupling design steps. In the case 
study [3, p. 67-69] first the member optimisation is 
applied without dimensioning the connections. The 
reduced capacity of the connection is considered 
through a reduction of the capacity at the joint. 

It is important to consider the loss of accuracy 
introduced by making an assumption or simplification. If 
necessary, design factors could be added to compensate 
for this loss of accuracy. In case there is too much 

mailto:laetitia.koning@arup.com
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uncertainty regarding the accuracy, additional research 
should be done.  

2.2 Calculation method 

A calculation method should be developed that gives 
quick feedback and is valid for a large range of different 
designs. In the case study [3, p. 89-97], first the critical 
planes and corresponding material and geometric 
properties are defined parametrically. Thereafter, the 
stresses are determined, using the member forces from 
the global FE model. These stresses are verified 
according to the Eurocode.  

2.3 Iterations 

In case iterative procedures are applied, the 
effectiveness of each design iteration should be 
determined. This can be done by defining the error from 
the optimum for each iteration for a set of designs. 
Depending on the design stage an acceptable error 
should be defined, so that the minimum number of 
iterations can be determined.  

In Figure 2, the cross-section optimisation steps from the 
case study [3, p71] are plotted against the error from the 
optimum. In this case two iterations would satisfy 
instead of 6.  

 
Figure 2. Iterations vs. error 

2.4 Algorithms 

In case the design parameters cannot directly be related 
to the design objectives, algorithms can help to quickly 
find an optimum, instead of exploring the entire design 
space. 

In case one clear design objective (fitness) can be 
defined and the number of defining parameters is 
limited, evolutionary solvers like Galapagos in 
Grasshopper can be used. In the case study [3, p. 69-71] 
this is applied for the shape optimisation of the bridge. 

In case the number of design variations is really large, a 
more effective way to find an optimum is by applying 
machine learning. In the case study machine learning is 

used to find the optimal dimensions of each connection 
[3, p. 107 – 117].  

 Discussion 
Traditional design methods are not suited to digital 
design and fabrication. Therefore, in this paper, a 
number of strategies is outlined to alter and speed up 
these methods, based on the learnings from the case 
study of a digitally fabricated freeform timber bridge: 

Firstly, confine the problem, and secondly, develop 
simple calculation methods that give quick feedback and 
are applicable to a large range of design alternatives.  

When iterative procedures are applied, determine the 
effective number of iteration steps to get a result with 
an accuracy sufficient to level of detail. 

In case of a large number of parameters or a complex 
relation between them and objectives, algorithms like 
evolutionary solvers or machine learning can help to 
quickly find a good solution.  

These strategies should be further investigated in future 
projects. Errors introduced by confining the problem 
have to be quantified and compensated for. Lab testing 
and numerical methods should verify the applicability of 
simplified calculation methods. Lastly, rules should be 
set up for acceptable errors and minimum number of 
steps in iterative workflows.  

 Conclusion 
Digital tools and fabrication techniques offer great 
design freedom. However, existing calculation methods 
are not suited to be implemented in this new design 
workflow. This paper has shown strategies to effectively 
improve upon and alter existing calculation methods for 
a digital workflow. 
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8. Technical Excursion to Albert Canal bridges 

The excursion to the Albert Canal bridges in Belgium starts and ends in Eindhoven, Building Vertigo. Three construction 
sites are visited as mentioned below. 

 

Construction site “BR08 Zutendaal” (visualization) 

The rebuilding of seven road bridges over the Albert Canal is part of a project with the aim to increase the clearance 
height under the bridges along the whole of the Albert Canal. A minimum of 9.10 meters is desired. An increased 
clearance height enhances the profitability of the inland navigation in general. It also boosts container shipping in 
particular. The Vlaamse Waterweg has designated Via T-Albert with a PPP-contract to renew the seven bridges over the 
Albert Canal. Via T-Albert is a joint-venture, especially founded for this project and the members of Via T-Albert are 
Willemen Infra, Franki Construct, Aelterman and Hye. With this contract, they agree to a public-private partnership for 
the design, building and financing of the project. The joint-venture is also responsible for the maintenance of the 7 
bridges for a period of 30 years. 

 

Construction site “BR32 Ham” 

It concerns the bridges in Eigenbilzen, Zutendaal, Stokrooie, Kwaadmechelen Zwartenhoek, Eindhout, Geel-Stelen and 
Herentals-Lier. At all locations, bridge type is similar. However, the construction phasing is different. The final design by 
the joint-venture has been made from a reference design as part of the tender documents. The final design consists of a 
steel bowstring bridge with steel arches coming together in the central part of the arch. The span length is 128 m. The 
deck consists of steel main and transverse girders with a concrete deck plate on top of it. The deck and the arches are 
connected by slender full steel hangers. 
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Construction site “BR36 Eindhout” 

During the excursion, we have the unique opportunity to visit 3 different construction phases of the bridges. We will 
visit the bridge BR08 in Zutendaal as the least advanced bridge, the bridge BR32 in Ham (Kwaadmechelen) in erection on 
the spot and the bridge BR36 in Eindhout as it has been made in advance at another construction site and moved by 
pontoons to its final location. The termination of the construction works is foreseen for May 2020. During the project, 
special attention is paid to prevent inconvenience as much as possible. Therefore, the Vlaamse Waterweg and Via T-
Albert are involved in a dialogue with the communities and other stakeholders.  
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